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FSC COOKOUT
As the Framingham State College residents moved into their dorms, the smell of barbecued food wafted
throughout the campus. Within a matter of seconds the campus green was filled with hungry students
looking for food and enjoyment. By the end of the cookout, they had received plenty of both! Music soon
accompanied the laughter and happy discussion. No one could tell that classes were to begin the very next
day.
Students are in a circle debating "Chicken or not? " Well at least we had one day of enjoyment beforewe return to CLASS!
WoW! Look at all the students!!!!!!!!!!!
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CLUB FAIR
Approximately one third of the active clubs on campus participate in this Welcome Week
activity. The clubs gather together to recruit and enlist new members as the school year begins.
Many of the students, both old and new, learn about the clubs through this rather successful
event.
OMIi
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And More Club Fair
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As the students travelled from table to table, they were introduced to a variety of activities. Everyone's
interests can be represented at the Club Fair. This was an event that brought the members and onlookers
together in open communication. Most came away with a greater awareness of the campus' available
activities. Information was enthusiastically exchanged. Framingham State's Club Fair let the campus
know that everyone is welcome!
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By the end of the Framingham State Club Fair, twenty plus groups were able to have their sign-up
sheets filled with prospective members and even future leaders. Everything was a definite success.
Almost every group met their recruiting expectations. Some even passed their goal!
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Ice Cream Giveaway
Fun, food, and frolic were the main points of this wondrous event. Administration and staff served heap-
ing amounts of ice cream to the hungry students at the FSC College Center's Lower Sandbox area. What a
wonderful gesture of friendship and compassion from the Campus' Administration. When they said, "Let
them eat Ice Cream" they meant it.
Adrian Haugabrook, Beckie Clairmont,
Jackie Sproul, Angela Dunn, and Paul Martin
joined forces to scoop approximately two-
hundred scoops of ice cream to students of
all ages. As a sign of "welcoming", this
gathering was most successful. Even five
months after the event students still comment
on the great Ice cream giveaway. It definitely
was an event that gave more than just Ice
Cream and cones.
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Dunkin/ Donuts Slam
Dunk Fest & Shoot Out
On September 19th from 10:00AM
till 3:00PM, students of all ages went to
Crocker Beach to check out what was
happening. From the responses, it
appeared that something unique and
invigorating had occurred. During
the Dunkin' Donuts Slam Dunk Fest
the students had an exciting time while
participating in a variety of basketball
contests. There was enjoyment there
for everyone and almost everyone left
a winner. Some people won things
even though they just watched! That
was how inclusive this event was!
The day was filled with free stuff
being given away left and right! There
were booklets of coupons passed out
to all who desired to take them. Inside
were discounts on lots of neat stuff
ranging from Newbury Comics to
Killington Mountain. There was
definately a bargain for any prospec-
tive buyer!
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Holiday Bazaar
Holiday Shopping FSC Style
It's mid December, fi-
nals are a week off, your
holiday shopping is not
even started, and your
broke. What is a college
student to do? Have no
fear; the holiday Bazaar is
here to save the day.
Every year, vendors and
FSC clubs set up their
booths in the College Cen-
ter Forum to sell their'
goods. Along with shop-
ping there are also raffles
and games for everyone
to enjoy.
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The Fifth Annual
(right) Mr. FSC 1994, Brian Oxman and Mr. FSC 1993,
Steve Katsos crowned Mr. FSC 1995, Todd Doherty
who ran as Mr. Class of 1999.
(above) Rich Atwood, Mr. Towers, sings "You've
Lost That Lovin' Feeling."
(right) This year's judges were Lt. Rose Naughton of
Campus Police; Tracy Marshall, President of
BACCHUS; Beckie Clairmont, Assistant to the Direc-
tor of the College Center; Dr. Mohammad Salmassi of
the Math Department; and Michael Astin, SGA Stu-
dent Activities Treasurer.
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Mr. FSC Pageant
(left) Two of the Mr. FSC contestants participate in the group activity.
(above) Emcees Amy O'Connell and Seth Ide entertain the crowd.
(left) This year's talliers were John White, Graduate Assistant in Athletics;
Shannon Logan, Graduate Assistant in Career Services; Jeff Gorzynski, Residence
Director ofHorace Mann, Foster, and Linsley Halls; and Moira Comack, Residence
Director of Peirce and O'Connor Halls.
Student Life • 19
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Dateless Semi-Formal
The annual Dateless Semi-Formal was held on
Friday October 20, 1995 as part of the Homecoming
celebrations. Unlike other years, there were raffles
held throughout the evening. During each raffle
prizes were given away such as gift certificates to
local restaurants and stores. Guests could also have
their pictures taken by a professional photographer.
The Semi-Formal was held for the first time at the
Sheraton in Milford Massachusetts.
Student Life«2l
A Dry Homecoming Game
Not if Mother Nature
One of head coach Mike Strachan's ob-
jectives coming into the 1995 season was an
overall improvement of the Football pro-
gram.
Having more wins by the third week of
the season than all of last year and a first-
ever triumph at Westfield State, Strachan
has certainly seen signs of improvement in
his young team.
Last Saturday afternoon, however, first
place Worcester state showed the rams just
how far they needed to go.
Even though it poured and the rams lost,
something was gained from the game. Stefan
Skoldebeck became the third Ram to be
named to the Eastern College Athletic Con-
ference Division 3 New England Weekly
Honor Roll for his performance in theHome-
coming game.
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For The Administration?
Can help it
The Framingham State Administration did every-
thing in its power to abide by the Town of
Framingham's open liquor laws. Weeks prior to the
game, flyers were posted, articles were written and
letters were sent to all students. The topic? tailgating
in Maple lot was prohibited. As an alternative to
tailgating, there was to be a tent set up on the tennis
courts so people 21 plus could stop by before the
game.
Homecoming weekend came, and with the help of
campus police, everything was set in motion. Dur-
ing Homecoming weekend, no one was allowed to
park in Maple lot. The tent was set up on the tennis
court at Maple field and everyone seemed happy.
There was one problem, it poured all day Saturday.
So much for a "dry" game.
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I did WHAT ! ?
Have you ever thought you'd scream at the top
of your lungs for an imaginary horse to win an
imaginary race? Sold peanuts to a crowd to get
over your fear of speaking? Performed the
Bangles "Walk like an Egyptian" dance to your
advisor in order to see if she is actually the Egyp-
tian princess in disguise? Well, I never thought I
would either, until I went to see Dan LaRosa,
during Homecoming week.
Mr. LaRosa performed, or more truthfully the
hypnotized individuals, performed to a small
crowd in the forum of Framingham State College.
This small crowd actually worked for the indi-
viduals, allowing for more students to be hypno-
tized, as well as allowing them to more easily
interact within the audience.
I had never been hypnotized before and was
reluctant this time, but my friend said she would
go up as well, of course she ended up not being
hypnotized and I was left blissfully unaware up
on stage. The process started out simple enough,
with relaxation techniques, and imagination of
different events. Then with a touch of his hand,
and a word of sleep a deep trance had taken me
over. I distinctly remember the feeling and
thinking, I'm not hypnotized, yet I vividly experi-
enced everything he described, from a hot beach,
to itching power, in an unmentionable place, to
fire works on the fourth of July and a moving
cartoon on my license where my picture should
be.
Mr. LaRosa also helped me and the other
individuals on stage look beyond the foolish acts
we had performed to the benefits of hypnotism.
During one part he regressed one person on stage
back to the sixth grade where he described the
people in the room and what they were wearing,
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with intricate detail. In this way he showed that
all the memories we ever had are still present and
can still be found. At the end a suggestion and
technique was planted into thoughts which would
allow us to become more relaxed when speaking
in front of an audience. We were also told to think
of our favorite color should we ever become
nervous or anxious and it would put us at ease, in
any situation. The short two hour experience also
put us at peace for the next few days, as well as
de-stress us, and give us a three fold increase in
energy. And all of these promises came true.
Others may believe this was an amazing feat or
a ruse which we made ourselves believe. Mr.
LaRosa refuted both, saying it was simply a part
of the mind which is not as easily or often called
upon, but which is available if accessed in the
proper way. He also stated over and over again,
that anyone can be hypnotized and anyone can
hypnotize as long as they honestly try and believe
it is possible. That night still remains as one of the
most interesting, enlightening and somewhat
embarrassing nights of the year for me. But, it was
all done with good intentions, good humor and
good fun, and that is the important part. I urge
anyone who has the chance to be hypnotized, to
do so. Or if you have the chance to attend a
hypnotist, do so as well, its lots of fun, and you
may discover some interesting things about those
around you.
Student Life»25
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Areyto Ensemble:
A Musical Journey
On September 20th, the Areyto Ensemble presented a
musical journey through the rich heritage and musical
styles of Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic.
Areyto is made up of six men from South America, the
Caribbean, and Isreal who joined together several years ago
with a common goal: to play the music they love, educate
their audience, and promote latino culture. The format of
the evening was in part educational and in part entertain-
ment.
They introduced each song with a summary of where the
music and rhythm originated and a demonstration of the
instruments key to that particular music.
Part of Areyto's appeal is the audience participation they
encourage. Several times they called people up to the stage
to learn the instruments and play some songs. While dem-
onstrating a form of meringue found in the Dominican
Republic, members of the audience were brought up to the
stage. Manymore young people were jumping about enthu-
siastically throughout the concert in the open space at the
back of the Forum.
The audience, consisting of a mix of students and mem-
bers of the public, seemed to genuinely enjoy the casual
atmosphere and the opportunity to learn new dances and
instruments.
Contributed by:
Sandra Pennacchio
Living/Arts Editor
The Gatepost
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John Demos Visits
Framingham State
On the second of October1995 Framingham State
College welcomed John
Demos, an award winning author
and professor. Mr. Demos dis-
cussed his book The Unredeemed
Captive , a National Book Award
winner. In front of a large, "capti-
vated" audience he summarized
and read excerpts from his book,
which is a factual account of New
England historical figure John Wil-
liams' experiences associated with
the Deerfield massacre almost three
hundred years ago. Some of those
assembled in the College forum that
evening were also present at a
group reading of segments from
The Unredeemed Captive which
was held in May Hall a week prior
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to Mr. Demos' visit. In fact, the
professors and students who par-
ticipated in reading from the book
that day attended a small private
dinner with Mr. Demos before his
lecture. Over a leisurely dinner they
talked about research methods, his
others books and anything else that
came up in what was a privileged
conversations. Mr. Demos also
spoke with individual members of
the audience after his lecture. He
answered questions and
autographed his book for those
more comfortable in a less-formal
context. All in all, those who at-
tended Mr. Demos' lecture that
evening would probably agree that
it was a fascinating journey into
colonial New England history.
Contributed by
Ryan Kelly
In conjunction with SGA and Culture in Effect
and as part of
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The Arts & Humanities program
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Arts & Humanities
Contributed by Jennifer fucci Staff writer The
Gatepost
Dr. Deborah B. Prothrow-stith, co-author of the
books Deadly Consequences and Health Skills for
Wellness, gave a thought-provoking presentation to
students and faculty members on violence preven-
tion on Wednesday, December 4.
"Prevention is the key to solving violence on the
street and in the home," Prothrow-Stith said.
Dr. Miriam Levine, coordinator of the Arts and
Humanities program, said Prothrow-Stith was a
good speaker to come to FSC because "she speaks
form experience. . . she speaks about stereotypes con-
cerning people and violence."
Prothrow-Stith first ecame interested in the issue
of violence while working as a doctor at Boston City
Hospital.
She said that she grew tired of seeing people come
into the emergency room whe were dealingwith
issues in a violent manner.
"I had only been trained to treat it, not prevent it," Prothrow-
Stith said.
"It was as if we really didn't think violence is preentable'" she
added.
"I thought from the audience reation that it was a successful
and challenging presentation... In the end, people were talking
with the sense that we are all in it together," Levine said.
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The Student Escort Service has a
car. At a press conference on Fri-
day September 1, 1995, Jerome
Chevrolet ofFramingham donated
a 1989 Chevy Celebrity to assist
with the student escort service.
The two areas most effected by
the new escort car are the students
and Campus Police. "Campus po-
lice Chief John Sayewich said that
11,400 people were escorted by
campus police in 1994. T don't think
my officers are meeting the safety
requirements that I want them to
meet', stated Sayewich. According
to Sayewich, the car for the student
escort service will
It's A Car !!
Good News, the escort service has got-
ten hold of a car. The Framingham Stat
College Escort Service first started during
the fall semester of 1993. The escort service
!
was a joint venture of The Student Govern
ment Association and Campus Police. For
the first two years the escort service used
the only means of transportation available
to them, their feet. Not having a vehicle fi
created two problems. One was that the
escort service was not operational during
the cold months and two was that many
people would still walkup the hillby them-
selves. This has all changed now because,
j
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allow the Campus Police Of-
fices to do more important
things. 'The Biggest downside
is that they are going to have
more of a demand than they are
able to provide with a small car/
The student escortswho drive
the car will be considered tem-
porary state workers and will
be trained by campus police."
(Gatepost Sept. 15, 1995)
Now the students of
Framingham State can depend
on the escort service to see them
safely to their Residence Hall
after a long night at work.
FSC Students are
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"On October 31, 1995 at
10:00am, there will be a bus in
front of the College Center for a
rally at the Statehouse about the
$10 Billion in financial Aid which
will be cut in the federal budget."
Ever since Financial Aid bud-
get cuts had passed the House,
private and state institution of
higher education have been on the
war path. FSCPIRG,
(Framingham's chapter of
Masspirg) had students writing
letters and drawing pictures of
themselves to show the legislators
that there are real people who will
be hurt by the cuts. The Student
Government Association,
was busy calling Senators and or-
ganizing Framingham States par-
ticipation in the Halloween day
rally.
October 31st came and 68 stu-
dents were off to the statehouse.
The Rally began in front of Gov-
ernment Center in Boston. A
march of the students down State
Street followed, resulting in a
twenty minute sit-in in front of the
Republican headquarters. It was
estimated that 1700 students were
present at the state-wide student
rally, according toSGA Vice Presi-
dent Bryan Walsh.
Student Life»33
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The Student Union Activities
Board (S.U.A.B) sponsored two
concerts this year. The first was
cosponsored by Framingham
State's radio station, WDJM, and
included such well known bands
as 6L6, KARATE, and Turkish De-
light. The second concert of the
year showed off a series of local
bands. During this concert stu-
dents gathered to listen to the
sounds of Framingham State
College's very own Blush Re-
sponse. Blush Response is cur-
rently considered to be a successful
group having had the opportunity
to open for the popular Bostonband
Angry Salad . Listening to the group
left many students with the feeling
of pride and excitement, thus mak-
ing the event truly successful.
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It's Beginning to Sound
The Framingham State College
If you did not see the
Winter Choral Concert on
Wednesday December 6,
1995, you missed a bril-
liant production of festi-
val music and inspira-
tional vocals.
The blend of voices and
piano captivated the au-
dience along with the gal-
lant orchestration.
The concert must have
instilled Christmas spirit
for those in the audience
who lacked it before the
show.
This year's concert was
once again directed by
(Top Right) The 1995 Framingham State College Chorus performing "A Carol Festival" during their
December 6, 1995 Holiday Concert.
(Above) The three Tenors Colin Gregory, Mark Francescone, and Craig Paker are performing Silent
Night.
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Professor Edward Melegian
The ever inspiring Jae-Shii
Lee captured the evening
with his solo performance o
"Fantasie Impromptu, Opuil
66" on the piano.
There were many old fa
vorites sung, including 'H
Carol Festival" (A medley o
Christmas songs) and "Silen
Night."
The soaring sound fillec
the College Center witl
rhyme and lyrics. The ton<!
of the evening was very up
beat and it was a very enjoy
able display of group and
individual performances. !
The trio of Marl
Francescones, Colin Gre
gory, and Craig Parker we«
especially sensational witl
their rendition of Silen!
Night.
Contributed by
Will Brillant
The Gatepost
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A Lot Like the Holidays
Chours Holiday Concert
(Left) Performing Fantasie
Inpromptu, opus 66 is Pia-
nist Jae-Shin Lee.
(Bottom Left) Professor Edward Melegian of
the Famingham State Music Department was
the conductor for the Holiday Concert.
(Above) PerformingA Christmas Interpertation
was Pianist Mark Francescone.
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Jake's Women
Producer: Kerry
Cromwell
Director:: Elizabeth
Brunette
Stage Manager: Will
Brilliant
Lighting Designer:
Jonathan Miot
Cast:
Jake - Curtis Delisle
Maggie - Nicol Celeste
Karen - Tara Entwistle
Molly (at 12) - Kristin
Marchetti
Molly (at 21) - Melissa
Berger
Edith - Rebecca Martin
Julie - Rachel Auchinleck
Sheila - Lauren Fitchner
I was told to write
anything...anything..regarding my experiences as I
director for the fall '95 Hilltop Production of Jake's
Women. So, my apologies to David Letterman:
The Top 10 List for Hilltop Directors
10. Make sure you pick a play that does not
require massive set building so when your
technical director drops out your brain does not
drop out.
9. Make sure the Producer is a Psychology major
so she can de-icky all the icky situations.
8. Make sure you use the "Brownie Buddy Sys-
tem" whenever you have to turn on/out the
lights in the dark, musty, smelling, creaky
Dwight Auditorium.
7. Make sure you pick a play that uses a bar (the
cast will love you for it!)
6. Make sure you befriend Campus Police and 406
even if it is for your own selfish means.
Make sure you have a stage manager who can
handle your fits of anxiety, confusion and total
collapse.
Make sure you have a lighting designer who is a
Biology major so when those fits occur he will
be there to pick up the pieces.
3. Make sure cast members are not killed during
the course of production.
2. Make sure you rent from a lighting company
that has a man with a beeper so you can beep
him on his day off.
1. And if you think you are getting reimbursed,
38»Student Life
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Black American
On January 30, 1996, members of the
Framingham State community joined
together to open the Black American
Awarness Month celebrations. Stu-
dents, Administration, and Staff, held
a candle light vigil on the front steps of
Dwight Hall. During the vigil, students
read from a piece written by Adrian
Haugabrook. This poem spoke of
peace, strengh, and understanding
for all people. After the poem was
read all the people processed to the
College Center Forum.
The second half of the evening
was as a tribute to Martin Luther
King Jr. Stage and screen actor
Darryl Van Leer, protrayed a riv
eting re-enactment of two of Mai
tin Luther King's most breathtal
ing speeches. One of the speeche
Mr. Van Leer performed was th
Famous I have a dream speed
which Dr. King gave on the day c
the March on Washington.
Student Life
Awarness Month
Wildest Dreams I
Thursday February 1, 1996 a music program featuring the
azz group Widest Dreams was held in the snack bar from
2noon until2pm. Wildest Dreams was there to entertain people
is part of Black American Awarness Month. This program was
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Jazz Dinner
Featuring The Eula Lawrence
Quintet
Saturday February 10,1996
the Black American Aware-
ness Month Jazz dinner was
held. This annual event was
held in the D. Justin
McCarthy College Center
Forum. The evening included
wonderful Jazz music, din-
ner, and dancing for every-
one. The entertainment for
the evening was provided by
the Eula Lawrence Quintet.
The Eula Lawrence Quintet,
interacted quite well with the
guests. Everyone present was
encouraged to dance and on
occasion to sing along with the
Band.
The Atmosphere was very
close and friendly with parents
and children, as well as stu-
dents having a great time.
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Gospel Extravaganza
Featuring The FSC Workshop Choir
The Gospel Extravaganza took
place on Saturday Februray 24, 1 996.
The Extravaganza was not only a
concert but rather a whole day af-
fair. The day began with a Gospel
Workshop running from 10am until
lpm. The Workshop Coordinator
was the Reverand Anothony Britt
Binson of the Historical Charles
Street. A.M.E. Church in Boston
Massachusetts. During the work-
shop, members from the A.M.E.
Church combined choirs along with
Framingham State Students and
members of the surrounding com-
munities, formed the Framingham
State College Gospel Workshop
Choir.
The Framingham State Work-
shop Choir performed during the
Gospel Concert that same evening.
The Phillis Davis Singer of the
Charles Street Church were an-
other aspect of this enjoyable
evening. As is the nature ofGospel
music, the audience does not just
sit and listen to the music. Gospel
music is so uplifting that the spirt
of the music is carried to the audi-
ence. Throught the Gospel con-
cert, the audience members were
encouraged to participate.
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Talent & Fashion
Show
The Second Annual Framingham State College Talent and
Fashion Show was held on March 1, 1996. This event, spon-
sored by Culture in Effect, was the grand finale of FSC's Black
Awareness Month celebrations. Throughout the evening the
audience was entertained with singing, dancing, and a dis-
play of the hottest fashions of the year. Clothing stores from
around Boston and the Metrowest area donated all the articles
which were shown throughout the evening. Among the
talented performers that evening was Yvette Crawford who
sang The Black National Anthem, and "Hero" by Mariah
Carey, and Yoland Saling who performed "Love Me" by
Tracey Spencer. Also making their second appearance at the
FSC Talent & Fashion Show were the Van Bovs.
46»Student Life
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Students address concerns to administrators at
"Town Meeting" in College Center
Contributed by James Doyle The Gatepost
A Campus-wide forum Which was arranged by student
leaders to allow students the opportunity to voice their ques-
tions and concerns about Framingham State College was held on
Monday, December 4, at 7 PM. in the College Center's Fireplace
Lounge.
Over 160 students, faculty members and administrators at-
tended the event, which followed a "Town Meeting" format.
Seated on the panel to answer questions were Dr. Paul Weller
(FSC President), Dr. Wendy Noyes (Vice president, Student
Services), Dr. Helen Heineman (Vice President, Academic Af-
fairs), and Dr. John Horrigan (Vice President, Administration &
Finance).
"I think it's great that this is happening, finally," said Jason
Lessard, gesturing to the crowd. "This is something that I think
is very important."
"We're the student; you're the administration, and you need
to take everything we say seriously." Said Resident Assistant
Shelly Nahkala, to student applause.
Foremost among the many grievances expressed by students
were problems with parking and the on-campus phone service,
A.C.C.
"Why was A.C.C chosen without asking the students? de-
manded Marie-Elena Galli." She was one of the many students
who voiced frustration over "poor service" and "higher prices
than New England Telephone."
"The parking on this campus is a joke," said Bryan Walsh,
Vice President of the Student Government Association. "I feel
that [parking] should be a priority on campus," said one female
student.
The issue of drug use on campus was mentioned by at least
one student.
"With the recent article [in The Gatepost]] on drug use on the
campus," said Pam Zicko, "I was wondering what [the
administration's] plans are to help with the situation."
Among the other issues discussed were the food service, the
shuttle bus system, and the lack of both athletic facilities and a
recycling program on campus.
"What steps have been taken, or would you be able to take, to
get a recycling program on campus?" asked one student.
Many of the students left the two-hour meeting with mixed
feelings.
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"I thought they did a great job coming down, and making a
valiant effort to answer our questions, " said Steve LeDuc.
But it seemed that no question was really answered or
problem resolved. Where do we go from here?" he added.
"A lot of things got addressed that most people were not
fully aware of," Said Chris Anderson, SGA president.
infti&ivr
k Tale of Two Town Meetings
The second campus-wide Town Meeting, organized by
the Student Government Association, was held in the
College Center's Fireplace Lounge on Tuesday, February
28th at 7 PM.
In stark contrast to the boisterous student crowd in
attendance at last semester's Town Meeting, the number
of students at Tuesday's meeting barely outnumbered the
numerous administrators present on the panel and in the
crowd.
On the panel were Dr. Michael Fiorentino, Executive
Assistant to the President; Dr. Wendy Noyes, V.P. of
Student Service; Dr. Arthur Doyle, Interim Vice President
of Academic Affairs; Dr. Philip Dooher, Dean of Admis-
sions and Dr. Helen Heineman, Interim President of
Framingham State College.
John Horrigan, Vice president of Administration and
Finance, who recently broke a vertebrae in a shoveling
accident, participated via phone form his hospital bed.
The event was moderated by Steven E. Katsos Editor-
in-Chief of The Gatepost.
The Students in attendance spent an hour-and-a-half
discussing issues brought up at the last town meeting
and voicing new concerns.
One of the new issue raised was the declining number
of RA applicants.
The pool for RA applicants is the lowest it has been in
13 years, according to Joe Onofrietti, Director of Resi-
dence Life.
Onofrietti attributed the decline in numbers to the low
salary RAs receive and the need for students to work at
more profitable jobs.
Horrigan concluded the meeting by saying "I have had
literally hundreds of get-well messages...Thanks to
everybody who sent cards"
Contributed by Bret Kerr The Gatepost
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Contributed by
Tara Entwistle, The Gatepost
On Wednesday, April 3, 1996
Framingham State College (FSC) students
teamed up with students from Oxford Uni-
versity to debate the issue, "Politicians have
no place in civilized society." This was the
ninth annual Oxford Debate.
On the proposition side, Ben Ball and The
Honorable George Williamson, from Ox-
ford, and Chris Anderson (SGA President)
and James Doyle (The Gatepost) from FSC,
tried to persuade the audeince that there
was no use for politicians in a civilized soci-
ety.
The opposition, however, tried to con-
vince the audience otherwise. The opposi-
tion consisted of Matt Guy and Sam
Greenland, from Oxford and FSC represen-
tatives, Christina Carica (Gaduate Assistant)
and Matt Morrell (SGA).
The debate was well-organized on the
side of the opposition, but the proposition
side seemed to be too busy insulting every-
one to actually present a valid point.
Yet, both teams were insulting to the
other side. When Carico was speaking,
Williamson stood to try to argue. Address-
ing him as "Mr. Honorable," she said, "Your
can take the Honorable off of you name.
You're in America now. No one cares."
Anderson seemed to forget the point he
was trying to make. I had trouble following
his argument.
"Politicians do have a place in our soci-
ety. It's in Jail," He started. I doubt this is the
best alternative to the United States govern-
ment.
Anderson went on to say that politi-
cians only got into office by spending
large sums of money, mentioning Perot
and Forbes. Guy raised a valid and quite
humorous point about Perot.
"He only got 19% of the votes, which
means he wasted all of his money, mak-
ing him a very silly man."
As Anderson paced, preaching about
taking a stand, Williamson asked,
"Where do you stand? There's a loo out-
side if you need one."
Morrell raised a funny point, quoting
Proverbs, "When a fool starts and argu-
ment, he is asking for a beating."
The sides began to insult each other
even more after that. A member of the
opposition referred to Doyle as "a
Hannibal Lechter looking type."
The floor was later opened to the au-
dience. Kurt Charonnier brought up the
fact that the current politicians, such as
Buchanan and Forbes, gave politics
a bad name.
Guy replied, "Well they're not re-
ally good politicians, since they never
actually win."
Doyle brought up Clinton and his
modest beginnings. He mentioned the
money Clinton came into, basically
buying him the Presidency.
"That would explain why all his
Arkansas hick buddies are now mem-
bers of his cabinet."
Doyle concluded his argument by
saying, "[politicians] should all be
herded up like a herd of diseased cattle
and shot."
The Oxford representatives seemed
to have a few personal jokes, referring
to porno magazines and illegitimate
children, as well as bowel movements.
Greenland retorted to Williamson]
towards the end, teasing him about his
jealousy of politicians, "George, you 1
know the only way you're going to get
political power is killing you elder
brother."
This was all in fun thought, and ill
made for an amusing debate. The op-J
position won by a landslide, which
wasn't at all surprising.
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Awards
Framingham States Students are
Every spring the
Framingham State College
Community gathers together
to recognize the people who
make the college what it is, its
students. This year's awards
ceremony was held on Sun-
day April 21st in Dwight Au-
ditorium. Students along with
their family and friends filled
the auditorium for this special
occasion. Prior to theceremony
a brunch was held for the
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students and their familys where
they had a chance to talk about
what had brought them there on
this day.
In addition to recognizing the
students for their hard work and
dedication to the Framingham
State CollegeCommunity, Interim
President Dr. Helen Heineman,
acknowledged the familys. In the
beginning of the ceremony, the
students were given the opportu-
nity to show their
gratitude to their families and frienc
for all the support they have given.
The ceremony began with the Collej
Sponsored Awards. Each award w,
given by Interim President Heineme
and another member of the faculty
students who have demonstrated exce
lence in their field of study. Also pr
sented with the College Sponsore
Awards was recognition of those senio i
selected for publication in Who's WI
Among Students at American Collegt
and Universities. Following the colle^
sponsored awards were the Alumni A
sociation sponsored awards and schola I
ships. Students were given scholarship
and awards in the memory ofalumni an
faculty who through their contribution
to this campus have made Framinghai
State what it is today. Lastly Dr. Wend
Noyes, Vice President of Student Se
vices, presented the Recognition of Sti
dent Leaders Awards. Each Club an
Organization selected two students tot
acknowledged for their commitment t
the organization and to the Framinghai
State community. Also presented at th:
time were the Paul T. Murphy Aware
and the John F Kennedy Jr. Award. Th
Paul T. Murphy Memorial Scholarship i
presented to the student who shows ou
standing leadership in one activity. Thj 1
John F. Kennedy Jr. Award is given to thj
student who displayed exceptional leacj
ership abilities in a wide range of campuj
activities.
(Above) The audience has gathered on this da}
to recognize the students of Framingham State
College.
Ceremony
Recognized for their contribution
(Above) Carmela M. Hibert and Donna
nith, daughters ofAdelina Acchione Cellucci,
Id Framingham State graduates, are here to
mgratulate the winner of the scholarship in
leir mother's name. The Adelina Acchoine
felluccia scholarship was established in
itemory of Adelina Acchione Cellucci by her
ipghters Carmela and Donna. The purpose
I the fund is to provide scholarship assistance
I a full-time undergraduate student at
I'amingham Statewho is planning to enter the
laching profession.
! (Right) Dr. Nutting and Interim President
Ijeineman are presenting an award to Kristina
lanrahan. The History department is one of
I e departments which presents awards to stu-
i?nts who have displayed academic and Co-
urricular excellence during their college ca-
ler.
(Left) Everyone was on hand to present
awards.
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The Passion of Dracula
Hilltop Players presented The Passion of Dracula as
their Spring '96 production. The show was produced
by Senior Kerry Cromwell, Light Design was by Dan
Gerstinhaber, Set Construction and Design was by
Seth Ide and Stage Manager of the Century was "Hill-
top Whore" Jonny Miot.
Directed by Jennifer Smith the production show-
cased the surprise cast of the year. The title character
was played by senior Brian Oxman in his first ever
theatrical role. (Although he is frequently seen "Ham-
ming it up" around campus.)
The Veterans returning for this production were
Elizabeth Brunette and Rebecca Martin who played
German Dr. Helga Van Zandt & the always ready
Maid-Butler Jameson. (There is something to be said
about a maid who can produce sand-wiches under
pressure, talk to dead birds and fight off a horde of
killer rats while being shot at by her boss. Way to be.)
Host to the whole affair, Dr. Cedric Seward, was portrayed by the debonair
newcomer Adam Perry; his wartime buddy and landlord was played by the dashing
Patrick Gallagher; vampire hunter foreign professor Abraham Van Helsing was
convincingly presented by an exuberant Scott Moran.
Another newcomer to the stage, and Hilltop Freshman, Bob Dean took on the
challenging role of Renfield, "Local Diversion". This being the acting stretch of all
stretches, the usually light hearted, laid back, easy going, positive thinking and more
sane Mozart lover than as ever lived before, Bob played the dark, twisted, bug eating,
rat chasing minion of Evil.
Willhelmina Murray, the love of Dracula's Afterlife(?) was played by Sophomore
Hilltop newcomer Cynthia Santana - and a luckier woman never lived for who else
can claim that Brian Oxman swept her off her feet (literally) and hearthrob William
Brilliant (Jonathan Harker) pledged his undying love to her - all in the same night.
Contributed by Jennifer Smith
IBFV/I
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"TOMMYROT!"
"...and together we will
bring Walpurgisnacht
down upon the world..."
The English public school
system will never cease to
amaze me."
"-a carpet for the queen....of
night"
I've got new Malibu
Seward!"
"Aeah! Your minds are
closed to me!"
Super Jesus!"
Cows! Dr. Seward a
plague 'o Cows!"
Die, you blighters! Off my
lawn, you vicious stinkin'
little bastards!"
"Why is the whole cast
sexually repressed?"
"Renfield keeps your
convenent"
"Stop trying to soothe me
like a hound. GET BACK!"
"Hes the village murderer,
HE'S the Whitby terror."
"Willy, willy, WILLY!"
"Ere now, me specks!"
"Watch the colors, if there
were to be colors"
"Capital!"
"A bat? Take care Mr.
Harker, such a wound can
be more dangerous then
you think."
"Gordon, I am cold, so cold
...warm me."
"Per omnia saecula
saeculorum" (insert sound
fx here, Scott)
"I'm a dancer"
Student Life »57
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Barry Williams
A.K.A. Greg Brady
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Sandbox Street
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Street Fair & Battle of the Bands
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S.G.A. Cookout
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Dave
Binder
Fire & Rain
Dave Binder a long time friend of the
Student Union Activities board per-
formed Fire & Rain An Evening of
James Taylor on May 7th, 1996.
Throughout the evening, Mr. Binder
gives the audience a biography of
James Taylor using story and song.
Towards the end of the evening, Mr.
Binder performed a few of his own
work much enjoyment to his audience.
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Accepted Student Day
On Saturday, April 1, Framingham State College
hosted its annual Accepted Student Day. This day
gives students, who are considering attending!
Framingham State, a chance to see the college and to
interact with the students and faculty. At the same!
time, the various classes, clubs, organizations, and !
sports were setup to recruit the prospective students,
as well as to simply be on hand to interact with the
students.
Faculty and staff were also on hand to give theii
view of the college community and educational fa-
cilities. The prospective students were given the
chance to ask about any majors in which they may be 1
interested, as well as where it could eventually lead
;
The theme of the day was: To be successful at
college, you must get involved. This is an important
point for the students to learn before they arrive here,
(Left) Almost every member of the Administration and Staff
was on had to answer questions and show what Framingham
j
State College is all about.
(Below) Here Larry Boyd speaks with a prospective student
and his family about the different sporting events both com-
petitive and intramural at FSC.
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One Act
Drama's
In every major, there is a required internship or major
project which all students must produce inorder to gradu-
ate with a degree in their field. Well in the Communica-
tion Arts Department, Acting and Directing majors must
write or adapt one or more scenes from a play. Along with
creating the scene, the students must also produce, direct,
and even perform in their work. With a little help from
their friends, seniors Jen Smith and Seth Ide performed
their one act drama's. They both displayed the mark of a
true profession, which is to make an entire semesters hard
work look like a piece of cake.
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GMMI Internship
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Cultural Festival
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RHA
End Of
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Year
Bash
In lieu of the annual RHA Boat
Cruise, the Residence Hall Asso-
ciation, decided to end the school
year with a party everyone could
enjoy. The RHA Aloha dance had
something for everyone. There
was music, food, party favors and
flowered Lays for all the guests.
Students had a great time letting
their hair down with friends before
the stress of finals really hit with
full force. Aloha.
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Student Advising
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Organization
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Members of the Boosting Alcohol Consciousness Concerning
Health of University Students and GAMMA.
l02»Clubs and Organizations
Above are the members of Culture in Effect. Culture in Effect
brings students together to plan and present cultural, educational,
and social programs of a multi-cultural nature. CIE also serves as
a place to voice issues and concerns of students on campus
Above are the members of the FSC Chorus. Each year, the Chorus pre-
sents two concert, a holiday and spring concert.
Here we are the Dial Staff; actually we are missing some people. However,
the people in the picture are Amy McGrail, Jonathan Miot, and Tina Wong.
We spent so much time together this year that we all wear the same clothes.
Not present but just as essential are Kristina Hanrahan, Jennifer Smith,
and our wonderful Advisor Christine Carico. Clubs and Organizations* 103
(Back Row) Roy Beattie, Ullas, David Friedl, Mike Janikas, Andy Desormier
(Middle Row) Kristie DeSanctis, Bryan Walsh, Marissa Hamilton
(Bottom Row) Lt. Naughton, Jason Protanova, Mike Kelley
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(Top Row) Terence Carty, Chris Houston, Tom Connolly, Will Brillant, Dr. Desmond
McCarthy, Ben Ray (Middle Row) Sam Johns, Leah Silver, Kerri Hosmer, Jen Fucci, Moira
MacCurtain, Christine Carico, Cathy Steakley, Cheryl Bailey, Julie Grossman, Kristen
Gottlich, Danielle Tetreault (Bottom Row) Scott Hull, John Bulens, Denise Cautela, Jason
Portanova, Steven Katsos, Bret Kerr, Jim Doyle, Christian Alves, Brian Flaherty
(Top Row) Sam Johns, Roberta Lane, Carolyn O'Day
(Bottom Row) Jason Portanova, Michelle Radin, Joe Wilson
Above are the students of the Program for Experienced Leaders. This
program is the second class in a two part series sponsored by the Student
Activities Office. During this class, the students discuss and demonstrate
more effective techniques to bring back to their Club or Organization.
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Above are a few members of the Men's Rugby Club during one
of the matches. The Rugby Club play both fall and spring
Above are a few members of the Women's Rugby Club. The
Women also have a fall and spring season. This club just fin-
ished their third year at FSC.
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(Top Row) Chief Sayewich, Bryan Walsh, Tom Connolly, Kurt Charbonnier, Shmarke, Andy
DeSormier, Mike Janikas, (Middle Row) Amy Clark, Amy Fonder, Kelly McGill, Todd Martin
(Bottom Row) Jennie Condon, Kristie DeSanctis, Christopher Anderson, Morgan Duffy
(Top Row) Paula Termine, David LaChapelle, Ryan Cassidy, Jill Waters, Stephanie
Silverman, Alicia Beauragard, Kelly O'Connor, Megan Kelliher, Jeanne McKenna, Amy
Osborne, Mary Macdonald, Beth Graham, Eric Grace, Mike Rousseau, Bob Dean
(Bottom Row) Vicki Popkowski, Gina Cernigliaro, Heather Cabral, Christine Hoogasian,
Michelle Gauthier, Debbie Engel, Kerry Cromwell, Kathy Reed, Elinor Goodwin
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Class and Club
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Street Fair
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Chours
Concert
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First place Fitchburg stunned, 1-0
Forgive the Fitchburg State field hockey team
if its collective mind was somewhere else dur-
ing Tuesday's game against Framingham State.
If Bridgewater State defeated second place
Salem State that afternoon, the Falcons would
be crowned the 1995 Massachusetts State Col-
lege Athletics Conference (MASCAC) field
hockey Champions.
Well, assuming that the Flacons beat a winless
Rams squad. But that was pretty much a fore-
gone conclusion, right?
WRONG.
Stacy Ray's first half goal was all Framingham
State needed as it notched its first win of the
season in a spectacular fashion, upending
Fitchburg, 1-0.
The win gives the Rams a 1-13 record, 1-4 in
the MASCAC. The Falcons drop to 12-3-2 and
3-1-1 in the league.
While the Rams were winless heading into the
game, they had played well over the past two
weeks. Head coach, Janet Casey, liked what she
saw in one-goal losses to Bridgewater State (1-
0), defending league champs Westfield State (1-
in overtime), Maine-Farmington (2-1) and St.
Joseph's (3-2).
"I thought that [the Fitchburg gamel could be
an upset," explained Casey. "The other coaches
picked up on it, too. After the Bridgewater
game their coach said, 'this team is going to
upset someone'."
"I knew we turned the corner against Maine-
Farmington. And against St. Joe's we had 17 or
18 corner shots, which we've never had."
Fitchburg dominated the league this season.
The Falcons have the league's best player in
Wendy Gagliani (league leading 27 points), best
goaltender in Diane Marshall (0.62 goals
against, 7 shut-outs) and a terrific supporting
cast.
So, was this win a fluke?
"It was not a fluke," stated Casey. "We con-
trolled the game."
Casey saw the shutting down of Gagliani and Ashley
Aube, the MASCAC's fifth-leading scorer, as the keys to
the game.
"[Gagliani] went to Medway High School, where I
work, so I have seen her develop over the years," said
Casey. "She scored four goals against us last year."
"I took Alyssa Farrell, the fastest player on our team,
and put her on Wendy. That frustrated her," Casey said
"I told Alyssa not to worry about anything else, just stay
with her. I was worried that Alyssa would get tired, anci
I was prepared for it, bus she never did."
"Aube was the second problem. She's also a good
scorer...we plugged up the middle of the field on her
and she never responded, "said Casey.
Down 1-0 and realizing their dream of a champion-
ship was in jeopardy, the Falcons turned up their inten-
sity level. The result was seven Fitchburg corner shots
to Framingham's three, over the last ten minutes.
"We were a little tired in the last ten minutes," admit-
ted Casey. "[But] I rotated our bench a bit and they did
the job. They responded beautifully."
Casey handed out an abundance of praise after the
game.
"Danny [Boucher] had her best game of the season,"
Casey said. 'Taurine Peterson is our best natural athlete
She had to play link and Alyssa' s position because she
was glued to Gagliani. Stacy [Ray] scored the goal. And
(goaltender) Michelle [Parrish] has come on in such a bi£
way."
Overall, however she felt it was a team effort.
"Everyone played phenomenally well."
Casey hopes that the team can use this game as a
building block for future success.
"I'm really excited. This team is young," said Casey.
The future is indeed bright. Thirteen of the fourteen
players from this year's squad will return next season.
Casey will lose Boucher, a senior captain and an all-
conference selection from last season. That's a loss, she
admits, that "I'm really sad about."
Still Casey is optimistic.
"If we keep going in this direction," she said, "I think
we have the potential to win."
Contributed by John White
Sports Information Director
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1995 Roster
Alyssa Farrell
Beth Fitzgerald
Donna Lee Froburg (mgr.)
Colleen Kavanaugh
Stephanie Leighton
Fara Mansour
Danielle Price
Stacy Ray
Kerri Souza
Pamela Bennett
Taunya Damon
Laurine Peterson
Danielle Boucher (C)
Jessica Fagan
Michelle Parrish
Head Coach: Janet Casey
Assistant Coach: Shanron Friel
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1996 Roster
John Balian
Domenico Barbuo
Dan Bartell
Ran Brosh
Jon Davis
GeorgeDePina
Luke Drayton
Robert Enterline
Jason Fair
Daniel Hannon
Brian Hermes
Matthew Kane
Sean Kearney
Larry Laverdure
Kenneth Lester
Ian Letichevsky
Sami Makela
Matthew McNamara
Eugene Morin
Rodney Owens
David Quatela
Gustave Rehbinder
Anysley Rosenbaum
Daniel Semenza
Lodovico Sestito
Daniel Shea
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1996 Roster Cont.
Joseph Simpson
Stefan Skoldeback
Jukka Toivola
Simon Valentin
Dan Michael
Edward Almeida
Carl Aloupis Jr.
Devon Brooks
Richard Ceruti
Eric Chamberlain
Mark Devincentis
Thomas Dumican
Michael Fredette
John Kuettner
John Medeiros
Gordon Pratt
Christopher Sutera
Frederick Barrett
Jimmy Bougor
Keith Jones
Angelo Kapetanakos
Shawn Shea
Michael Taveira
James Ward
Jeffrey Fox
Steven Gelsomini
Dennis Grillo
Chris Laslocky
Matthew Pratt
Timothy Puccio
Head Coach: Michael Strachan
Assistants:
Craig Korowski
Robert Ghilani
Dennis Mannone
Fred Armstrong
Mark Yanchewski
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1995 Roster
Daniel Connors
Scott Davidson
Robert Duprey
Hiro Ito
Bryan Johnson
Masato Kawasaki
Jun Tomita
Dennis Tupper
Michael Yerardi
Jonathan Gerber
Kei Nagata
Daniel Wright
Raymond Fryer
Adam Reitz (C)
Head Coach: John Ludgate
Assistant Coach: Dwight Scandrett
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Men's Soccer
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FSC's Men's soccer team is not having what
is widely considered an exemplary season, how-
ever the fire isn't yet gone from their furnace, as
is evidenced by the 4-0 victory over Emerson
College.
LastThursday, theRams knocked heads with,
possibly, the most intimidated forces that they
have, or will, encounter this season. Emerson
College has been ripping teams up outside the
MASCAC since the start of the season and
planned to do just that to the men from FSC.
Framingham proved to be a truly formidable
stumbling block as the Rams were happy to
take their second shutout of the season at the
expense of the hapless Emerson lads
Unfortunately, the Rams could not uphold
this winning streak and were defeated in a
similar fashion only two days later in an away
game against non-league opponent UMass-Bos-
ton. UMass beat the Rams by a score of 4-1.
A shining star on the Men's soccer team is
goalie Jon Gerber who is 7th in the MASCAC
goalie leaders race.
The Rams' next three games are a string of
league away games after which they finish off
the season against RIC.
Contributed by Tom Connolly
Sports Editor The Gatepost
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Women's Soccer plays out
end of season, plagued by
injuries
The FSC women's soccer team ended an
entirely respectable season on a down note,
this week.
The two losses were anything but fair
games. Both games saw the Rams short a few
players as injuries have ravaged thewomen's
soccer team's roster.
Sunday witnessed the Rams travelling to
Norton to take on Wheaton College with
only eight players. Considering the fact that
FSC was down three players 4-0 was a re-
spectable final score.
The Rams final game occurred Tuesday
against Tufts University here at Maple field.
This time FSC had a whopping nine players
to Tufts eleven (not including the six ready to
be subbed-in). A testament to the Ram's
string of bad luck was the FSC bench which
looked like an episode of ER with two sets of
crutches leaning next to their hobbled own-
ers.
To compensate for their lack of healthy
players the Rams were forced to keep only
two forwards up and focus primarily on
defense. The two Rams leading the offensive
were Anne Nelson and Karen Burns.
For the majority of the first half, the Rams
held Tufts scoreless. This was no small feet
considering the fact that whenever the ball
passed mid-field, both Burns and Nelson
were immediately double-teamed by Tufts'
extra players.
Late in the second half, Tufts put their first
points on the scoreboard.
The first goal was a shot in heavy traffic
that just slipped by goalie Anne Raeburn.
The second was the inevitable perfect shot
that comes when a goalie is forced to save 22
shots on net in one game.
By the time the second half rolled around,
the Rams had been forced to watch Tufts
sub-in players twice, while watching their
own stamina begin to falter. Instead of de-
spairing, women's soccer turned their rage
onto Tufts.
Unfortunately, rage alone can't win a soc-
cer game and before the women's soccer
seasoncame to a close Tufts University scored
one more time. Thus bringing the game and
season to a close with a 3-0 Framingham loss.
The women's soccer season does not end
exclusively on a low note. Burns is a safe bet
to finish the season on top of the MASCAC
scoring race, and although Tracy Ullathorne,
the goalie from Bridgewater, is having a
remarkable season Burns is in heavy conten-
tion for player of the Year honors.
FSC goalie,Anne Raeburn is another bright
spot in a 5-9-1 season. She played a great
game Saturday and has gained the respect of
every team in the MASCAC. Everyone looks
forward to more from her in the future.
Contributed by Tom Connolly
Gatepost Sports Editor
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1995 Roster
Janet Creighton
Shannon Dorr
Julie Edwards
Anne Nelson
Anne Raeburn
Shannon Riley
Michele San Girardi (mgr.)
Christine Brown
Kristi Burghdurf
Karen Burns
Lori-Anne McNamara
Cheryl Sliger
Laura Bracco (C)
Julia Harwich (C)
Head Coach: Herbert Weinbaum
Assistant Coach: Laura Snow
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1995-1996 Roster
Michelle Chase
Kanako Kono
Wendy Moyen (mgr.)
Candice O'Brien
Pamela Paradise
Kaname Sekiguchi
Jennifer Smerek
Kerry Boyd
Chikako Inoue
Elena Walker (C)
Laura Jean Walsh (C)
Head Coach: Berta Scott
Assistant coach: Jennifer Marxen
Women'
s
Volleyball
I 2 8 • S po rts
Men's
1995-1996 Roster
Richard Atwood
Shawn Brown
Todd Doherty
Luis Fernandes
Nikel Martin
Rob Botts
John Larivee
Steve Michelson
Craig Nussey
Jason Reeves
Bill Reed
Patrick Gamere (C)
Head Coach: Togo Palazzi
Assistant Coaches: Ron Craven,
James Chambless
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The Framingham State College (FSC) women's
basketball team wrapped up their regular season
schedule February 15 against the Lady Owls of
Westfield State. Westfield boasts one of the truly
tremendous teams in the Massachusetts State Col-
lege Athletics Conference (MASCAC). The power-
house from Westfield rolled to a 97-39 victory.
Christina de la Cruz scored 18 points for the Lady
Rams, despite an extremely suffocating defensive
scheme employed by Westfield.
Christina Pingeton added 10 points and 3 assists
for FSC.
In the conference tournament game played Tues-
day night, Framingham faced the unenviable task of
going against Worcester State. De la Cruz made her
final pitch for conference player of the year as she
poured in a game high 25 points on (10-20) shooting.
Unfortunately, it was not enough to obtain a
victory as Worcester state prevailed 74-27.
Courtney Cronin contributed 8 points to the cause.
FSC ended the 95-96 campaign with a record of 7-
17.
This is a gradual improvement from previous
years. Unfortunately, the Rams will lose two pivotal
starters to graduation, Christina de la Cruz and Kim
Moisan.
Keep in mind that this is the team that ended the
season with a mere seven player on the roster.
The loss of reserve forward Kerry Grady could
prove critical.
Junior Danielle Robinson returns next season as
the lone returning starter on the line.
Hopefully, head coach Ellen Thompson can bring
in some able replacement to support Robinson and
solidify the forward and center positions.
The backcourt on the other hand appears to al-
ready have a bright future. Christina Pingeton is a
reliable ball handler with the ability to knock down
the outside shot. Most importantly, she has three
more years of eligibility to blossom.
Cronin demonstrated the capability of being an
explosive scorer. She is only a sophomore. Dianne
Gamache is also a very skillful guard, who could
emerge as a starter in the future. The return of
stellar guard Whitney Marshall would help im-
mensely. I see no reason why this program can't
continue to ascend.
Contributed by Terrence Carty
Staff Writer The Gatepost
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1995-1996 Roster
Diane Gamache
Christina Pingeton
Danielle robinson
Courtney Cronin
Kerry Grady
Christine de la Cruz (C)
Kim Moisan (C)
Head Coach: Ellen Thompson
Assistant Coaches:
David DeAngelis
Colleen Milliken
Volunteer Coach: Lisa Cheney
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Athletics Director Larry Boyd
l32»Sports
Retires After Twenty Years
Larry Boyd is retiring
after 20 years as Director
of Athletics at
Framingham State Col-
lege.
In that time, he has seen
the department make
strides in some areas and
fall behind in others.
He sees the present as a
critical time of transition
for the Athletics Depart-
ment.
Boyd stressed the im-
portance of getting an
Athletic Facility.
"If it [Athletic facility]
is not approved, I think
that you are going to see
prettymuchwhatyou've
seen for 20 years," Boyd
said. "Activities off cam-
pus, limited intramurals,
one gym, poor locker fa-
cilities - just not an awful
lot."
Boyd said thatwhoever
replaces him will be in-
heriting a challenging
job.
"Whoever is the new
Athletic Director will
have their hands full." he
said.
"There is a lot to be
done."
During his time at FSC,
Boyd was New England
Football Conference
Commissioner for 12
years and he was Presi-
dent of the Massachu-
setts State Athletic Con-
ference three times.
He was also on the
Executive Committee of
The National Association
of Directors of Athletics
for four years.
One of the low points
in his 20 years as Athletic
Director was when the
Men's and Women's
Tennis teams were
dropped 1986 when the
courts became
unplayable.
"At that time, we felt
that lability wise, it did
not make sense to try to
have Men and Women's
Tennis," said Boyd.
However, Boyd has
accomplished many
things since becoming
Athletics Director.
He cited the inception
of the FSC Athletic Hall
of Fame as one of the
things of which he is
most proud.
Because varsity
sports didn't start until
1972, Boyd had to wait
until 1989 to start the
Hall of Fame.
A 10 member com-
mittee votes in new
honorees.
The first induction
was in 1991, and since
then, it has been
funded exclusively by
fundraising.
This year will mark
the 16th Golf Tourna-
ment to benefit the
Hall of Fame.
Another highlight of
his years as Athletics
Director was in 1981,
when Women's Soccer
became a varsity sport.
Boyd also remembers
the years that basket-
ball went to the ECAC
and the NCAA Tourna-
ment with Mark Van
Volkenburg.
As for the future,
Boyd plans to look for
a coaching job and play
some Golf.
Contributed by Bret Kerr
Associate Editor The Gatepost
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Men's Hockey
The FSC Men's ice hockey team is steam
rolling through it's inter-conference compe-
tition by flattening Plymouth State College
and Curry College, 5-2 and 11-2, respec-
tively.
The Rams 11-10-1 (9-3 in the Eastern Col-
lege Athletics Conference (ECAC) North)
have made an exceptional run winning 7
straight conference games, and putting them-
selves in prime position for a tournament
berth.
On February 17 the Rams took their win-
ning streak into Waterville Valley Arena to
face off against PSC.
The Rams exploded in the first period
with 3 goals. One from Rob Vonner and one
from Dave Hobbs, both on the same power
play. Jeff Good scored the lone goal for PSC
at 10:43 of the period.
In the second period PSC was held score-
less while the Rams only goal came from
Marty DeCourcey.
In the third period, each team came away
with a goal. Decourcey tallied his second of
the game, while PSC's goal came off the stick
of Josh Perry.
Net-minder John Bonney played a solid
game denying 24 of PSC's 26 shots entrance
(sic) into his net.
DeCourcey had another strong game bring-
ing his point total for the season to 24 (10
goals, and 14 assists.)
Goalie John Bonney raised his record to 6-
2 with a 2.36 goals against average (G.A.A).
FSC's next game wasn't nearly as close.
Last place Curry College 5-20 (2-12 in the
ECAC North) skated onto the ice atWestboro,
and that's about all they did. FSC exploded
all over the ice scoring 1 1 goals, 6 of which
came in the last period.
Savy Caruso and Peter Huber both tallied
hattricks for the Rams. Caruso scored two of
his three goals in the last period. Huber
saved all three of his goals for the last period.
DeCourcey scored a goal and had four as-
sists, while Scott Gordon chipped in with a
goal and three assists.
FSC goaltender John Bonney made 23
saved in just 2 periods of work before letting
Rich Nummela take over for the third, and
wind down an 11-2 victory.
If the Rams win the last two games there
will be a three way tie for first in the ECAC
North between Fitchburg, FSC and Roger
Williams.
Contributed by Todd Piken
Staff Writer The Gatepost
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1996 Roster
No. Name Position
2 Eric Vaughn (C) D
4 Jeff MacNeil D
5 Chris Balfe D
8 Peter Huber F
9 Dave McClintok D
10 Andy Friedman D
11 Mike Barry F
12 Joe Palowich F
13 Kris Stone F
14 Jamie Keefe F
15 Paul DeCesare F
16 Tom Morris F
17 Brian Hurcombe F
20 Scott Gordon F
21 Mike Bailey (C) F
23 Rich Nummela F
24 Marty DeCourcey F
25 Dave Hobbs F
26 Rob Voner (C) D
27 Mike Connor D
29 John Bonney G
30 Dan Guillemettte G
31 Ryan Nummela
Ed Kontos
Savy Caruso
G
Head Coach: Guy Angers
Assistant Coaches: Craig Boutilier
Ken Bielski
Trainer: Pam Hawkins
Manager: Derek Carthcart
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Men's BaseBall
Every player on the FSC baseball
team knows the definition of the word
TEAM.
Over the course of the year, they've
come together and learned that they
can' t win without playing as a unit, and
they did just that by reaching a overall
record of 23-11.
"This team plays well together," said
Head Coach Mike Sarno. "This is not a
one man team: we all work hard to be
successful."
Coach Sarno was pleased with how
his team played this year.
"We set a goal at the beginning of the
season to win twenty-five games," said
Sarno. "So we were pleased to come
close with 23."
Sarno is optimistic about the future,
but admits he's loosing a lot of players
to graduation.
"We' re losing three pitchers to gradu-
ation, so we'll be short in that area," he
said. "But I think we will be just fine
everywhere else."
Contributed by Todd Piken
Staff Writer The Gatepost
?v
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1996 Roster
Name Position
Kevin Madeira (C) SS
Joe Chiodo(C) P
Nick Lococo 3B
Scott Spencer OF/P
Orazio Azzarello OF/P
Shawn Sprague C
Mike O'Brien OF
Stephen McDougal IB/OF
Dan Quinn IB
Michael Hickey OF
Chris Roberston P
Charles Hipp P
Steve Rayne OF
Eric Roepsch OF
Jimmy Holt 3B/P
Colin Lydon OF
Justin Hartmann P
Mike Goeller (C) P/2B
Sean Geyer C/1B
Head Coach: Mike Sarno (fifth sea-
son)
Assistant Coaches:
Bill VanLeuvan (third year)
Paul Pellegrini (first year)
Managers:
Robyn Hinckley
Cara Weisman
Team Roster, and information
Contributed by:
Athletics Department
photos contributed by Athletics
Department and The Gatepost
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It's over and it ain't pretty.
The FSC Woman's Softball Team has
completed its 1996 season in a somewhat
unspectacular fashion.
The lady Rams are taking home a 2-16
record this summer in what can tenta-
tively be called a "rebuilding year."
On Saturday, April 27, Bowditch field
was invaded by the Bridgewater State
College Bears. The doubleheader saw the
Rams fall twice to an unmerciful
Bridgewater squad.
The first game was a 20-0 shutout with
the Rams, predictably sitting on the goose
egg-
The second game, though slightly less
humiliating, had a similar outcome.
The Rams fell hard to the Bears by a
score of 14-1, with the one Ram run cred-
ited to Keating.
Tuesday, April 30, saw the Rams just
barely edged out by Western New Engla
nd College (WNEC) by a score of 6-5.
A win would have elevated the Rams
record to 3-14.
The Rams followed their loss to WNEC
with a road trip to Our Lady of the Elm:
College in Chicopee, Massachusetts.
The Rams took this opportunity to re
verse the progress that was seen durinj
the WNEC games.
The Saturday game saw our haples
Rams being shutout 12-0.
The Rams would have ended their sea
son with a May 4 doubleheader vs
Fitchburg State College but the game wa:
rained out and will not be rescheduled.
Everyone here at The Gatepost hope
that the Rams have a better season in 1997'
Contributed by Tom Connolly
Sports Editor The Gatepost
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1996 Roster
Name Position
Linda Bradstreet CF
Taunya Damon LF
Alyssa Farrell IB
Erin Keating C
Amy Murphy OF
Candi O'Brien P
Kelly Powers IF
Jean Terrill 2B
Laura Jean Walsh (C) 3B
Alicia White P
Pamela Bennett
Tammy Sampson
Head Coach: Janet Casey (2nd Season)
Asst. Coach: Nancy Taylor
Trainer: Pam Hawkins
Courtesy of:
Athletics Office
CO
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Highlights
Cruzing into the record books
I am going to offer a challenge to all of you basketball
fanatics and endurance specialists!
The next time you are in search of self-fulfillment, or maybe
just really bored, have a bunch of your buddies take shots at a
hoop in a basketball gymnasium. Your job is merely to stand
under the hoop and rebound every missed shot. Do not stop
this procedure until you have amassed 974 rebounds.
At this point I think the majority of us are experiencing
utmost fatigue at the very thought of this drill. However, those
of you who complete this strenuous mission have the right to
be in the same company as Christina de la Cruz.
Framingham State's 5'9" senior from Cumberland RI is now
the school's all time leading rebounder with 974 career re-
bounds. She tied the school record of 955 in Saturday's contest,
a 109-41 loss to Salem State.
This game was proceeded by an emotional farewell to
Freshman places
sixth in All Con-
ference Cross
Country Meet
Framingham State College (FSC) freshman Lisa
Eden finished sixth overall at the Massachusetts
State College Athletics Conference (MASCAC) Meet
on Saturday, October 28, 1995, placing her on the
MASCAC All Conference Team. Only the top seven
finishers receive this honor.
Lisa's time of 22:27 was excellent considering the
weather, heavy rain and winds, as well as an ex-
tremely tough course. The entire FSC community
looks forward to watching Lisa improve over the
next three years.
Contributed by Dick Chesmore
Sports Information Department
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seniors de la Cruz, Kim Maison, and Kerry Grady. Each layer
was acknowledged for their dedication as student athletes anc
then greeted by family members at center court.
De la Cruz broke the record for rebounding that was once
held by Julie O'Tool (84-88). If she should happen to have a
career night in the season finale against Westfield and grab 26
rebounds she would reach the 1000 rebound plateau. IN
addition she would earn a night on the town with Dennis
Rodman. Whats next, a Wheaties box cover? Considering tha
de la Cruz did have 19 rebounds against Fitchburg Tuesday
night, anything is possible.
The Rams made it a season sweep of Fitchburg with a 61-43
victory. Christina Ringeton drained a pair of 3 pointers as she
ended up with 13 points. Maison added two 3 point baskets
herself. Courtney Cronin supported the notion that she is a
scrappy ball player by coming up with an astonishing 6 steals.
Contributed by Terence Carty
Staff Writer The Gatepost
Burns sets school
scoring record
Framingham State College's (FSC) Karen Burns se
a women's soccer single season scoring record with
46 points this season.
The sophomore collected 19 goals and dished out
eight assists.
Burns broke the old record of 43 points set by
Kelly Dewar in 1988.
The 1994 graduate of Silver Lake Regional High
School also led the Massachusetts State College
Athletic Conference (MASCAC) in scoring.
The Rams went 7-10-1 overall and finished secono
at 3-2-1 in the MASCAC, it's the best conference
finish ever.
Contributed by John White
Sports Information Director
Karen Burns honored by
MASCAC
Karen Burns was an absolute for the Framingham
State College women's soccer team this season.
Burns, a sophomore, is already well on her way to
breaking the all time school scoring recorded, set by
Kellie Dewer whose FSC soccer career spanned the
1987-90 seasons. Dewer had a whopping 115 career
points, which is more than halved by Burns' 63
career points.
Burns is also fast approaching Dewer' s career
goals record. It stands now with 26 goals as, com-
pared to Dewer's 49.
Burns already holds the single season scoring
record taking it this season with an unprecedented
j46 points.
These 46 points show a remarkable degree of
limprovement since Burns', none too shabby, fresh-
man year in which she scored 17 points with 7 goals
and 3 assists.
Burns finally received due credit for her accom-
plishments. The greatest honor for any Massachu-
setts State College Athletics Association (MASCAC)
iwomens' soccer player was bestowed upon her.
Two weeks ago Burns was selected as MASCAC
jPlayer of the Year.
Burns shares this honor with Bridgewater State
College goalie, Tracey Ullathorne. Although
Ullathorne played a fabulous season, many believe
that Bridgewater' s exceptional defence allowed her
to go the whole season untested and does not de-
serve to be in the ranks of Burns.
Another patch on Burns proverbial sash is the fact
that she was selected to the MASCAC Women's
Soccer All Stars first team. Full-back, Laura Bracco,
|also made the MASCAC first team and Lori-Anne
;Macnamara, a sophomore at FSC, made the
MASCAC second team.
Burns has a positive outlook on the women's
soccer team's future saying, "I think we'll do well."
She is realistic about the team's shortcomings,
however Burns said, "Hopefully we'll get some new
players. We played our last couple of games down
and it will make a big difference if we have some
more players."
This is God's honest truth as the women's soccer
team played their last two games down two and
three players due to multiple injuries on the
women's squad.
Despite Burns' hopeful outlook, she sees the loss
of seniors Julie Harwich and Laura Bracco as a
tough, but not devastating loss.
Many student athletes have trouble balancing
their life as a student with their life as an athlete.
Burns however, says that she has no such difficulties
stating:
"I don't think I have any problems balancing my
school work with soccer."
Burns feelings on the handling of women's athlet-
ics here at FSC is one of understandable anger. She
strikes out at the school's policy of not allowing any
women's teams access to the weight room in Dwight
gymnasium saying, "We don't get crap. Everyone
else gets everything."
She acknowledges that the situation is improving
as the women's soccer team is finally about to re-
ceive new shirts after playing for years in substan-
dard uniforms.
With Burns game-play showing no signs of de-
cline and a good recruiting season next year, it seems
entirely possible that she could lead the Rams into
the most successful sport here at FSC. Perhaps this
success will revamp Framingham' s apathetic fans
and at the same time gain the women's soccer team
the respect that they deserve so much.
Contributed by Tom Connolly
Sports Editor The Gatepost
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Honors and Awards
Women's Soccer:
All - MASCAC First Team and Player of the Year: Karen Burns
All - MASCAC First Team: Laura Braco
All - MASCAC Second Team: Lori McNamara
Football:
All - NEFC Second Team: Chris Sutera
All - NEFC Second Team: Jeffrey Fox
Volleyball:
All - MASCAC First Team: Laura Jean Walsh
All - MASCAC Second Team: Pamela Paradise
Women's Basketball:
Christina de la Cruz:
Second Team MASCAC All Conference
MASCAC Leading Scorer and Rebounder
MASCAC Player of the Week 1 /28, 2/1
MASCAC Honor Roll 12/17, 1/14
ECAC Division III N.E. Honor Roll 1/28, 2/11
N.D. Women's Basketball Association Senior Classic Participant.
Men's Basketball:
MASCAC Honor Roll 2/4: Jason Reeves.
Ice Hockey:
MASCAC First Team and ECAC North First Team: Rob Voner
ECAC North Player of the Week 2/11 and MASCAC Honor Roll 2/11: John Bonney
MASCAC Honor Roll 1/14: Marty Decourcey
ECAC North Rookie of the Year: Dave Hobbs
ECAC N/C/S Tournament (1st Round): Team
Baseball:
Eric Roepsch
1995 MASCAC First Team/Co Player of the Year
MASCAC Batting Champion
ECAC All Star - First Team
All New England First Team
NEIBA All Star Game at Fenway Park
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President Weller Resigns
On June 29, 1995, Framingham
State College (FSC) President, Dr.
Paul F. Weller, announced his resig-
nation effective December 31.
"I'm leaving the position because
I think it's time for a change for the
school," stated Weller.
Weller has held the position of
FSC President since Fall, 1985.
According to Weller, the turn of
the millennium and the 150th anni-
versary of FSC (moving to
Framingham) in 2003 are critical
turning points for the college which
will "really need dynamic, energetic,
stable leadership for these impor-
tant times."
"FSC really needs great things to
happen." said Weller.
"It's not that I'm disappointed or
tired. It's just time," Weller added.
Weller feels that he is passing his
leadership on with a "foundation
(that is) stable."
A stronger connection to thecom-
munity and the promotion of di-
versity on campus are two of
Weller' s favorite accomplishments
during his reign as president. He
hopes that progess will continue to
be made in these areas after his
departure.
Dr. Helen Heineman, Vice Presi-
dent ofAcademic Affairs, also cited
the establishment of the McAuliffe
Center and "bringing the campus
up to date in electronics" as signifi-
cant achievements of the departing
president.
"I know he did what many on
the Board of Trustees wanted him
to do," added Wendy Noyes, Vice
President of Student Services, who
was on the presidential search com-
mittee when Weller was brought
to FSC ten years ago.
According to Noyes, Weller ful-
filled expectations "by opening the
school up to the community... and
really making us a more known
quantity and not just the secret oii
the hill."
Noyes also noted that Weller';
"reaching out" to the Framinghan
;
community has helped to make FSC:
a "respected liberal arts institu
tion."
The Chair of the Presidentia
Search Committee, Ralph T. Lepon
III, claimed that Weller "has, ir:,
fact, upgraded the college with re-
gard to academics."
One major concern facing Wellei
as he took office was the view thai
the state government had toward^
public higher education.
"I wish I could tell you public
higher education is betternow than;
when I started," Weller said.
"Support by the government foii
public higher education is a lot
worse now than in 1985 when ]
started, which really disappoints
me," added Weller.
An Interim President, who has
yet to be announced, will serve dur-j
ing the Spring, 1996 semester.
Student Government Associa-
tion (SGA) President Chris Ander-
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son expressed concern about
Weller's departure.
"I think that he has been very
good to the students and I hope the
interim is equally supportive of the
students/' said Anderson.
As for expectations of a future
president, Heineman sees the
school's image as a matter of impor-
tance that should be addressed.
"I would like to see. ..someone
who can continue to make us (FSC)
visible to the community in a posi-
tive way," Heineman said.
Weller himself believes
fundraising is a crucial matter to be
dealt with by the future president.
"The college needs to expand its
horizons and find other methods of
raising money/' Weller said.
Weller also realizes that there are
changes that need to be made at FSC
once the new president arrives.
"Of course there are substantial
problems, but all institutions with
more than one employee have
them," Weller said.
"One thing I have failed on and
needs to be addressed is relations
with alumni," Weller added.
"I wasn't able to overcome the
problem., and it still remains,"
Weller said.
The overall view Weller has of
FSC as he prepares to leave is that it
is a "world class" school.
"It could serve as a model for our
nation," Weller said, "and it needs
to step forward, and our new presi-
dent will be able to do that."
Contributed by Denise Cautela.
News Editor, The Gatepost
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Make mine Heineman
Steven E. Katsos
Editor-in-Chief
The Gatepost
The following article was writ-
ten for the opinion section of
the December 13th, 1995 issue
of The Gatepost
The Board of Trustees made
an excellent decision in approv-
ing the nomination ofVice Presi-
dent Helen Heineman to In-
terim President ofFramingham
State College (FSC).
"I love this college. I've given
a large part ofmy adult life to it.
And I want to do
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everything I can to make a good transition from the ten-yeai
long leadership of Dr. Weller to whatever is in the future," said
Heineman.
She is heartwarming.
The Administration at FSC supports Heineman. According
to FSC President Paul Weller, "Dr. Heineman is an extremely
talented, humane, [andl very capable individual with lots of
experience as a faculty member, department chair, [andl ad-
ministrator at this institution."
And what Dr. Weller said is true. Listen to Dr. Heineman.
"The Benefit to me in taking this position is that I'm going to
really know the college in a way that even as Academic Vice
President I didn't," said Heineman.
She is Honorable.
"I am more that 100 percent confident that she will be able to
do the duties of the position in an admirable way with uncom-
mon grace so that you will all be pleased and proud," said
Weller.
The faculty at Framingham State also supports Heineman.
According to faculty member Dr. Desmond McCarthy, "]!
think her great, intelligence, integrity, courage, and compas-;
sion make her an ideal candidate to both bring this college!
together at a crucial moment in our history and to lobby on out
behalf in the community."
And what Dr. McCarthy said is true. Ask Dr. Heineman.
"I can give some stability. I know the college. I know the
faculty. I know the students. I know the staff. I know the
problems. I know the plusses," said Heineman.
She's highly intelligent.
"Dr. Helen Heiniman is one
if the most gifted teachers and
ble administrators I've en-
ountered at any institution,"
aid McCarthy, who is also a
ormer student ofHeineman'
s
The students at
ramingham State support
ieineman, too.
"She cares about what the
tudents ask for," said Presi-
lent of the Student Govern-
nent Association, Chris
Anderson.
And what Anderson said is
rue. Just listen to Dr.
ieineman.
'We are in this for the good
)f the institution and the good
)f the students. The students
ire the bottomline. Ifwe aren't
providing quality service to
he students then what are we
ioing?"
She is Humane.
"I'm looking forward to hav-
ng her in the position next
Semester. She's academic and
hat's obviously what this col-
ege is all about," said Ander-
son.
Finally, a decision we can all
igree on from the administra-
:ion, to the faculty, to the stu-
dents.
And it's true.
"I'm honored to be asked
md to have been appointed"
>aid Heineman.
She is humble.
She's heartwarming. She's
honorable. She's highly intel-
ligent. She's humane. She's
humble. She's Heineman.
•
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The Art&Music depart-
ment offers students differ-
ent opportunities to study
these two disciplines. For
example, students have the
Arthur B. Mazmanian Gal-
lery and Danforth Museum
of Art.
TheMazamanian Gallery,
is coordinated by members
of the Art faculty, The Gal-
lery maintains an active
schedule exhibiting thework
of faculty, students and rec-
ognized artists from the re-
gion.
The Art & Music Depart-
ment is closely associated
with the Danforth Museum
of Art. The director teaches a
series of courses at the Col-
lege, and through intern-
ships, provides Art majors
with a unique opportunity
to gain museum experience
Art&Music
There are a broad spec-
trum of courses covering
the three major areas of
biology: Cellular and
molecular biology, or-
ganismal biology, and
population biology. Such
a curriculum will fulfill
the requirements for a
teacher certification in
Massachusetts, as well as
prepare students for the
Advanced Graduate
Record Examination in
Biology. Opportunities
for employment with a
BA in Biology include
positions in high school
and college teaching, sci-
entific illustration, tech-
nical writing, educa-
tional computing, and
public relations.
Biology
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Chemistry
The Chemistry
curriculum allows
flexibility to special-
ize in a particular
area through choice
of the elective, the
advanced course,
and the senior re-
search project. The
program leading to
the baccalaureate
degree in Chemistry
is approved by the
American Chemical
Society
Communication
Arts
The Department of
Communication Arts
has as its purview the
study of media and
speech communica-
tion with the context
of Liberal Arts at FSC.
The goal of the de-
partment is to provide
the students with a
balanced perspective
from which they may
explore the nature of
human communica-
tion. To that end, the
Communication Arts
Department offers a
wide variety of
courses in the areas
of media and speech
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"To train and develop human
minds and characters is the
most inspiring work in the
world" Ellen Hyde, Class of
1862. Principal, Framingham
Normal School, 1875-1898
The Education Depart-
ment of FSC strives to pre-
pare its students for one of
the worthiest and noblest
of careers-the teaching
profession. In order to
achieve a high standard of
excellence, the members
of our Department encour-
age the development of
teachers who value schol-
arship integrity, commit-
ment and enthusiasm. We
seek and encourage those
students who demonstrate
a sensitive, responsive,
and caring attitude toward
working with children.
Education
A major in Geography
is not a study in maps
Students of Geography,
learn about the world. The
concentrations are de-
signed to prepare a stu-
dent for a career of for
further study in Geogra-
phy. Students can choose
from the Business Loca-
tion Concentration, Envi-
ronmental Studies Con-
centration, Global Stud-
ies Concentration, or the
Urban and Regional Plan-
ning Concentration.
Geography
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Mathematics
The mission of the Math-
ematics Department is two
fold: to prepare students
majoring in Mathematics
for careers in teaching,
actuarial science, scien-
tific programming, and sta-
tistics, orfor graduate stud-
ies in mathematics, statis-
tics, and other related
fields: and to assist the
students of the College as
a service department.
In order to carry out its
mission, the Mathematics
Department strives to
meet the needs of a di-
verse campus. The fac-
ulty is committed to devel-
oping and improving stu-
dents' problem-solving
and reasoning skills, as
well as their mathematical
knowledge.
Nursing
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The program, accred-
ited by the National
League for Nursing
,
of-
fers a Baccalaureate in
Science with a major in
Nursing for registered
nurses who already have
an Associate Degree or a
Diploma in Nursing. The
program encourages self-
directed learning, critical
thinking, independent ac-
tion and professional
awareness. The goal is
preparation of nurses who
are able to function as
generalists in a variety of
health-care settings.
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Philosophy is per-
haps the smallest
major at Fram-
ingham State Col-
lege. A student re-
ceiving a degree in
Philosophy has an
understanding of the
manner in which
people think.
Philosophy
The Physics Department
is best known for two
things. The Pre-Engineer-
ing Program, in coopera-
tion with the University
of Massachusetts-Lowell,
Amherst, and Dartmouth,
establishes a freshman
and sophomore curricu-
lum leading to a B.S. De-
gree in one of the Engi-
neering Disciplines. The
second thing which the
Physics Department is
known for is the Plan-
etarium.
The College Planetarium
is located in Hemenway
Annex. The Planetarium
is equipped wih a Spitz
512 prime sky projector
capable of showing the
2500 brightest stars.
Physics
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ISociology
The objectives of the So-
ciology Department's pro-
grams are to provide stu-
dents with a frameworkfor
understanding the dy-
namic relationships be-
tween the individual and
society. Through an edu-
cation that includes theory,
methodology, compari-
sons of different societies,
and explanations of how
human societies work; and
an opportunity to develop
deeper understanding of
self, society, and culture.
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Let's Speak...
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Candidly
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Seniors
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Ladies & Gentelmen
Presenting ...
Wait!!! How can we be present-
ing the class of 1996 when it is only
October 22, 1995? Graduation is not
until May 26, 1996. That is a whole
five months away; what are you
thinking? Relax, October 22, 1995
was the day of Senior Investiture.
Senior Investiture; what is that?
Starting in 1987, the senior class
decided that they needed a day in
the beginning of the yearwhere they
could officially start off their senior
year. On the Sunday of Homecom-
ingWeekend, the family and friends
of the senior class are invited to
witness, for the first time, their stu-
dent wearing a college graduation
gown.
The day starts off with a senior
family brunch, provided by Marriot
food services. At 2:00, everyone gath-
ers in Dwight Auditorium for the
Investiture Ceremony. The seniors
were led into the Auditorium by
President Paul Weller, Keynote
speaker Amy Baltzell, class of 1996
officers (President Amy O'Connell,
Vice PresidentTinaWong, Treasurer
Kristina Hanrahan, Secretary
Jonathan Miot), and Advisors
(Graduate Assistants Christina
Carico and Shannon Logan).
The Keynote speaker, Amy
Baltzell was amember of the Ameri-
can 3 Sailing Team and an Olympic
athlete. Ms. Baltzell spoke of how
she became a part of the all female
sailing team. We also learned how
her life has changed as a result other
experiences. Ms. Baltzell' s speech
was uplifting. She really set the
mood for the seniors to get out in the
world and take what ever opportu-
nities rose for them.
After Senior Investiture ended,
many people went back over to the
College Center to meetAmy Baltzell.
l64»Seniors
(Top) Introducing for the first time in college graduation gowns the class of Nineteei
Hundred and Nintey Six.
(Bottom) The people who helped to make Senior Investiture possible, your senior clas:
officers. From left to right Jonathan Miot, Secretary, Kristina Hanrahan, Treasurer, Tin; 1
Wong, Vice President, and Amy O'Connell, President.
The Class of 1996
(Left) From left to right, Keynote
Speaker Amy Baltzell, President
Paul Weller, and Advisors to
class of 1996 Christina Carico and
Shannon Logan.
'resident PaulWeller is escorting Keynote SpeakerAmy Baltzell
o the podium.
(Above) Faculty member Dr. Irene Foster of the Family and
Consumer studies department with her daughter, senior Sandra
Foster.
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Senior Investiture
(Below) Secretary to the Class of 1996, Jon
Miot is showing everyone his wonderful
golf swing.
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(Top Center) A tale of two Amys.
Amy O'Connell is presentingAmy
Baltzell with a FSC sweat shirt.
166»Seniors
(Above) Investiture is
finally here,
(Right) To sit or to stand
that is the question. Tina
Wong is being introduced
by Amy O'Connell.
(Above) Amy Baltzell, is sharing her
experiences on the American 3 sail-
ing team. Ms. Baltzell also told sto-
ries of her participation in theOlym-
pic Games.
(Left) The class of 1996 is being lead
into the auditorium by senior fac-
ulty members, Dr. Joan Horrigan
and Dr. Mary Murphy. Both Dr.
Horrigan and Dr. Murphy have the
honor of leading the processions for
the Senior Investiture and Com-
mencement ceremonies.
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Senior Kickoff...
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...Good times and friends,
that's what it's all about!
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Senior Countdown
Senior countdown was held on Leap year Day, February 29, 1996.
Technically Countdown is supposed to be held 96 days from graduation.
February 29 was only 87 days away from graduation, however leap year
only comes once every four years. Senior countdown was held in the
snackbar and pub of the College Center. Many students from the class of
97, and 95 came to celebrate with their friends in the class of 96.
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1996
Commencement
Ball
l72»Seniors
The Class of 1996 held their Com-
mencement Ball at Lombardo's in
Randolph MA., on April 1 9th 1 996. The
Commencement Ball is a time for Se-
niors to put their hair up and have a
great time. Every year, the senior class
invites members of the Administration
and Staff to help formally celebrate the
closing of their lastyear atFramingham.
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Letter from
the President
There were times when I wondered if this part of our lives would
ever begin.
There were times when I thought this part of our lives would
never end.
But somehow here we are in this place where our dreams can
finally come true.
All that seems to be left is a diploma hanging on the wall, or still
in the envelope depending on cash flow, a scrap book with odds
and ends, and a few pictures. In the mix hopefully is a good
friend or two that you discovered along the way.
When your are old, and grey and reminiscent of your "college
days" take time and remember all the little things. Memories that
can never be capturedby a camera and placed neatly in a page are
somehow sweeter, but often easily forgotten.
Good luck to all of you. You shall be in my heart always
Amy O'Connell
Class President of 1996
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1996 Class Officers
(Back Row) Michelle Robins, Jonathan Miot
(Advisor, GA) Shannon Logan
(Front Row) Kristina Hanrahan, Tina Wong, Amy
O'Connell (Advisor, GA) Christina Carico
Who Are These People?
Every class has a President, Vice Presi-
dent, Treasurer, and Secretary who plan
activities throughout each school year.
Although each class does a wonderful
job of sponsoring different events, the
Senior Class Officers have a few more
responsibilities. The Officers of the Se-
nior class are the people who organize
Senior events. Planning events such as
Senior Kickoff and the Commencement
Ball, are not the only responsibilities the
Senior Class Officers have.
Distributing information to the Seniors
is a big part of being a Senior Class
Officer. This year in particular, Career
Services and the Class of 1996 have
worked closely together to provide job
search
,
and graduate school informa-
tion.
The Class of 1996 Officers have been together
for three years. At the beginning of the 1993
school, Amy O'Connell, Jon Miot, and Tina
Wong were voted in as President, Secretary
and Senator respectively Kristina Hanrahan,
Treasurer, was the only returningmember from
the Freshmen year's class officers. The follow-
ing year, Tina Wong was voted in as Vice Presi-
dent, a position she has held for two years.
Why am I telling you all this, for two reasons.
First, it is a good idea to know who your class
officers were, and second because in five years
from now when you open your mail and see an
invitation to the Class of 1996 fifth year re-
union, you can actually put a name with a face.
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Amy S. Abdlenour
Food & Nutrition
Monica Abruzzese
Psychology
Prudence Adams
Business Administration
James Alberque
Geogrraphy
Christopher Anderson
Business Administration
Stacy L. Anger
Communication Arts
Christine M. Auen
Math/ Elementary Education
Kandida Baerga
Sociology
Elizabeth A. Ballard
Spanish
Gayle Barker
Psychology
Amy E. Barrell
Engliash
Eileen Barrett
Psychology
Kristie Barrett
Communication Arts
Rebecca Bemis
Business Administration
Jennifer Benoit
Communication Arts
Janice E. Berte
English
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Heather Black
English
Catherine Bloch
Clothing & Textiles
Amy E. Bloom
Clothing & Textiles
Julie A. Bogus
Biology
Ana I. Botelho
Business Administration
Karolyn Bourne
Clothing & Textiles
Alan Bouvier
Psychology
Linda Bradstreet
Psvcology
Sharon Bresnahan
Psychology
Devon D. Brooks
Art
Jesse L. Brousseau
Psychology
John Bulens
Philosophy
Meg F. Byron
Consumer & Family Studies
Patricia A. Cabral
Business Administration
Lisa J. Cadotte
Communication Arts
Amy M. Cail
Communication Arts
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James M. Capone
Communication Arts
Angela Carbone
English
Colleen Carbone
Geography
Nicole Carchide
Psychology
Karyn E. Card
Psychology
Lori L. Carlson
Psychology
Stacey Carroll
Sociology
Laura Cassiani
Food & Nutrition
Adam Castinetti
Sociology
Denise Ann Cautela
English
Ann Marie Cavanaugh
Clothing& Textiles
Judith Cedergren
Sociology
Matthew Chlapowski
Psychology
Jodi Compton
Psychology
Katherine M. Connors
Business Administration
Cortney J. Cope
English/Elementary
Education
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Donald W. Crookes Jr
Biology
Jane Crosby
Psychology/Elementary
Education
William C. Cundiff
History
Rita Davis
Clothing & Textiles
Debra L. DeAngelis
Spanish/Elementary
Education
Jennifer L. Del Rossi
Graphic Design
Jennifer L. Derry
Psychology
Michele L. DeYoung
Psychology
Ruth A. Doherty
Biology
Robert Donovan
Philosophy
Simone Drew
Business Administration
Christopher J. Drinan
Psychology
Peter J. Drugan
Communication Arts
Kathleen Dubuque
English
Danielle L. Dumont
Clothing & Textiles
Glendina Duncan
Sociology
Seniors»l8l
Dana Dunlop
Psychology
Diane Duquette
Business Administration
Jennifer Durazzano
Clothing & Textiles
Michelle Durrick
Psychology
Ralph Eddy
Biology
Maha Elbanna
Biology
Andrea M. Fagundes
Psychology
Jennifer Farling
English
Victoria M. Flaherty
Communication Arts
Jessica L. Fleming
Sociology
Beth Follett
Communication Arts
Kristen T. Frizelle
Consumer & Family
Studies
Adam C. Frost
Politics
Marie-Elena Galli
Clothing & Textiles
Bethann Galvin
Sociology/Elementary
Education
Kara E. Galvin
Sociology
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Sara Gannon
Sociology
Charles A. Garbarino
Business Administration
Nathalie Gedrich
Consumer & Family
Studies
Anniken L. Genova
Psychology
Jessica Gifford
Psychology
Rosita Gonzalez
Psychology
Julie M. Gorman
Geography
Peter L. Graceffa
Historv
Melinda Green
English/Elementray
Education
Tracy Griffith
Consumer & Family
Studies
Dennis Grillo
Sociology
Alise D. Hanifan
English
Rebecca A. Hanneman
Communication Arts
Kristina Hanrahan
History/Education
Helen R. Harrington
Sociology
Allison M. Hatch
Food & Nutrition
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Sara J. Hinckley
Biology
Scott Hull
Business Administration
Seth Ide
Communication Arts
Ina E. Johnson-Jones
Sociology
Kristin Johnson
Consumer & Family
Studies
JoAnn Joyce
Food & Nutrition
Robyn B. Joyce
English
Beatrice C. Kebreau
Business Administration
Meredith Kench
Communication Arts
Bret Kerr
English
Carol Kilday
Psychology
Christine J. King
Consumer & Family
Studies
Daniel S. King
Art
Sarah E. Kingman
Politics
Rhonda M. Koska
Food & Nutrition
Margaret C. LoBonte
French
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Maureen E. LaGrega
Communication Arts
Penelope LaManna
Clothing & Textiles
Mark W. Lapan
Sociology
Robert S. Largess
Business Administration
Steven Leduc
Politics
Charlene Lightbrown
Biology
Heidi Lincoln
Clothing & Textiles
Tracy Linehan
English/Early
Childhood Education
Tracy Londergan
Communication Arts
Pamela L. Lower
English
David A. Luzi
Communication Arts
Colleen MacKenzie
English
Heather Magliozzi
Art
Jonathan Maguire
Business Administration
Kristina Maki
Communication Arts
Susan J. Manning
Psychology
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Meredith Marth
Communication Arts
Pamela Mastrogiovanni
Art
Melissa L. McCabe
Psychology
Stacey M. McCarthy
Psychology
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Matthew J. McColgan
Sociology
Jennifer McGee
Sociology
Amy M. McGrail
History
Erin M. McPartien
Sociology
Erin McShef'frey
English
Julie Menchin
Psychology
Beth Messier
Clothing & Textiles
Thomas Mikkelsen
Computer Science
Kevin H. Milhomme
Communication Arts
Tina A. Miller
Business Administration
Jonathan K. Miot
Biology
Wendy J. Mitchell
Psychology
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Kimberly D. Moisan
Spanish/Education
Patricia Momberg
Clothing & Textiles
John M. Monaco
Sociology
Amy J. O'Connell
Communication Arts
Angela O'Connor
Business Administration
Shawn O'Neil
Economics
Elizabeth A. O'Neill
Art
Brian D. Oxman
Business Administration
Annette R. Pagliaro
Spanish
Elizabeth R. Painter
Food & Nutrition
Pamela J. Paradise
Busines Administration
Michelle Parziale
Psychology/Early
Childhood Education
Jane E. Paskauskas
Business Administration
Michael L. Paul
Sociology
Maria G. Pereira
Business Administration
Christopher F. Perkins
Computer Science
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Hollie J, Perkins
Clothing & Textiles
Penny Petropoulos
Consumre & Family
Studies
Tara Phipps
Psychology
Laura J. Piantes
Biology
Michelle Piuze
Psychology/Education
Natasha Pollard
Business Administration
Hilda I. Pons
Psychology
Jason Portanova
Communication Arts
Kristen M. Quartarone
Communication Arts
Veda I. Quinn
English
Lori Regienus
English
Paul E. Reinhardt Jr.
Art
Isabel A. Ribeiro
Business Administrtion
Michelle L. Robbins
Business Administration
Eric T. Roepsch
Sociology
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Owen J. Russell
Art
Harriet Sam
French
Shawna M. Sanginario
Psychology/Education
Craig Sasse
Eart/z Science
John L. Saunders
Socio/og;y
Ellen Chandler Slack
Sociology
Sheri L. Sluyski
Psychology/Education
Donald Smith
Biology
Jennifer J. Smith
Communication Arts
Stephanie A. Smith
Business Administration
Trisia L. Spinney
Psychology/Education
Jill L. Stonebraker
Psychology
Pamela Tabor
Sociology
Thomas Targett
Sociology
Wendy L. Thayer
Consumer & Family
Studies
Amy L. Tull
English
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Shawn C. Tullos
Sociology
Margaly Valcourt
Psychology
Gary VanDeurse
English
Marissa Volpe
Biology
Sarah Vuong
Clothing & Textiles
Elena C. Walker
Psychology
Thomas R. Weissinger
Computer Science
Kara S. Welch
Clothing & Textiles
Stacy A. Wheeler
Psychology
James Patrick White
Communication Arts
Cynthia White-Linton
Food & Nutrition
Carol A. Willey
Food & Nutrition
Tina Wong
Buiness Administration
Dianne E. Woodbine
Psychology/Education
Jung
JanWuttithamrong
Business Administration
Marie A. Wyman
English
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Kimberly A. Scott
Psychology
Gregg F. Salmaine
Communication Arts
Tamar S.
Minassian
Business Administra-
Sandra Pennacchio
Communication Arts
Carolyn Lopez
Clothing & Textiles
Kathy Iannalfo
Sociology
Nancy Gianni
Psychology
Cheryl Caldwell
Psychology
Samuel S. Torrey III
Business Administration
Linda R. Roberto
Clothing & Textiles
Lynn Pasacane
Clothing & Textiles
Stacey Ochs
Psychology/ Elementary Education
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Shelly R. Nahkala
Sociology & Early Childhood Education
Rebecca McCosh
Psychology & Early Childhood Education
Christine Biagiotti
Sociology
Kris E. Cabral
Biology
Kathryn Grzybinski
Business
Administration
Roberta R. Lane
English & Secondary Education
Sandra M. Foster
Psychology
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Camera Stiy Seniors
Bachelor of Arts f
Art
Michelle M. Brazeau Kelly L. Wells
Jacqueline M. Goldstein David A. White
Brenda M. Hillery
Rebecca J. Johnson Economics
Carole A. King
William LaPlant
Robert P. Bleakney
Edith M. Brennion
Joanna C. Marino ,
Richard H. McCall James
F. Brennion
Everett N. Reddington III
Patrick T. Coyne
Valeria J. Sarosky
J. Elizabeth M. Ushinski
Robert J. Finnegan
Dawn M. Jacques
Sean K Kane
Laura L. Wayne-Wheeler
Robert P. McNaught
Communication Arts Patricia M. Needham
Paul A. Palmer
Vincent H. Carolan L. Patrick Pitney
Kurt T. Charbonnier A. Anderton Roberts
Sharon A. Fennell Ousama Saloum
Steven E. (Katman) Katsos Paul S. Sostilio
Edward C. Kearney Michael E. Stevens
Maureen E. LaGrega Leslie M. Watkins
Roger R. Lauze
John McCarthy
Kevin H. Milhomme English
Joseph B. Philip John F. Andrews III
Maura E. Purcell Matthew A. Attubato
Kristen M. Quartarone Michelle C. Black
William K. Reed Gwendolyn J. Collins
Brian K. Rossi Michael T. Connor
Leon L. Stroschein Antonia DiGioia ;
Kimberly A. Van Winkle Kathleen A. Dubuque j
:
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Margaret E. Fisher
Lisa Forgione
Jason H. Griffiths
Susan K. Horrigan
Margaret S. Lamb
Paul A. Mosher
Joseph E. Murphy
Abby R. Reidy
James A. Repucci
Lee F. Schwartz
French
Tamiko Aze
Geography
Frederick A. Barrett
John L. Callan
Paul D. Lively
Fotios D. Mpouris
William L. Putney
History
Edward J. Carr
Lisette Dentino
Stephen N. Gallant
Kevin A. Kavka
Natalie E. LeBeau
Jennifer McCarthy
j
Stephen W. Phelan
Elaine M. Whitman
Liberal Studies
William R. Bliss
Ana M. Soto de Calvo
Patricia A. Lynch
Frank J. Masiello
Deborah S. McElroy
Muriel J. Paul
John F Quintal
Philosophy
Michael R. Hranek
Marcy D. Wagman
Politics
Christopher R. Banville
Carol Coakley
Peter F. Dickerman
Laura J. Morganti
Neil Todd Shifman
Finnegan A. Small
James M. Wladkowski
Caryn A. Wolfe
Gregory M. Yeaw
Psychology
Elizabeth A. Badaracco
Christine Bain
Dale J. Bissonnette
Renee Bourgeois
Laura J. Bracco
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Camera Shy Seniors
Pauline A. Carlson
Lisa A. Cheney
Laura S. Contenta
Kerry Cromwell
Vicki M.Croteau
Lauren M. Culberson
Rita G. Dalessandro
David P. DeBeaucourt
Susan E. Desmond
Brenda A. DiCesare
Pasqua R. DiLorenzo
Jennifer A. Dolan
Jennifer R. Farley
Erin L. Fleming
Gregory A. Gould
Marc J. Greenhalgh
Tammy E. Hadley
Merrily A. Hall
Robert M. Holzman
Hazel A. Irvine-Johnson
Jennifer L. Katzl
Mary B. Kerrigan
Amy E. Knowles
Patricia D. Lacourse
Randy A. Lambert
Brandi L. LaPointe
Christopher M. Laslocky
Rosemary C. Lupo
Sheila J. MacLeod
Marsha H. Mancuso
Kelly M. Masciarelli
Michelle L. Medas
Alexsandra Mendes
Krista N. Nadolski
Christopher J. O'Malley
Sandra J. Peters
Cheri L. Petersen
Deanna M. Polizzotti
Claire H. Smith
Lisa Stanovitch
Ellen M. Starr
Lisa M. Stein
Ann M. Stewart
Ellen M. Tedesco
Michelle L. Tessier
Mary K. Tobin
Amy L. Tolman
Brenda L. Tompkins
Patricia A. Trottier
Elena C. Walker
Amy M. Webster
Sociology
Kevin J. Albert
Michael S. Bailey
Brent L. Bennett
Paulette A. Bertonazzi
Denise Bingham
Danielle E. Boucher
Chadwick F. Brown
Rebecca A. Bryte
Rebecca L. Cadima
Todd J. Cantwell
Stacy Caruso
Lauren L. Conti
Robert V. Damiano
Leah M. Davis
Christina Maria de la
Dawn M. Ferullo
Debra E. Ferullo
Jacquelyn K. Ghilani
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Camera Shy Seniors
James S. Graceffa
Shawn W. Haggerty
Kimberlee R. Heenan
Deana A. Home
Suzanne B. Kampner
Kevin P. Lacroix
Patrick Lai
Nancy A. Manning
Christine Medeiros
Mayra R. Morales
Deborah A. Morris
Shannon M. Murray
Matthew W. O'Brien
Linda A. Pellerin
Rebecca S. Perron
Lisa D. Podzka
Angelo W. Reda
Jennifer R. Rubinstein
Jaime L. Shulman
Chastity L. Smith
Pat M. Weafer
Tracy A. Whitaker
Spanish
Robin E. Crown
Bachelor of Science
Biology
Carla D. Bazile
Vikki L. Horst
Craig M. Julian
Janet L. Matteucci
Angela M. Muoio
Teresa A. O'Connell
John E. Pisani
Hilda R. Quinones
Heidi M. Roscoe
Michael J. Scherer
Kellie A. Shea
Elham Shoja
Mike Westerling
Business Administration
Michael P. Alexopoulos
Mark Anderson
Rita M. Balboa
Kevin M. Bell
Richard E. Bourgelas Jr.
Shepard B. Campo
Daniel R. Charette
Lai F Cheung
Francisco B. Claro
Robert J. Cloutier
Thomas M. Doering
Diane L. Duquette
Gary M. Eason
Brian A. Farrell
Brian P. Feldman
Leigh A. Finnegan
Sean P. Fitzgerald
Steven V. Gelsomini
Lisa J. Gilbert
Kerry M. Grady
Paul D. Green
Vanecia Harrison
Peter J. Huber
John P. Joyce
Arthur S. Karopoulos
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Keith M. Leighton Lena Kiremitjian
Kevin Liang Gwen M. Lacka
Boris Y. Lokshin Gretchen M. LaSalle
Timothy J. Lyons Sarah J. Madzy
Michael C. Marinelli Debra A. McGee
Francis J. Massauro Kimberly K. McQuillan
David M. McCarthy Svetiana Mishon
Scott M. McKeown Teresa M. Perante
Shannon M. Mueller Lauren Rodrick
Susan A. Paczosa
Anthony Pham
Jeffrey Pillot
Consumer & Family Studies
S
Timothy M. Puccio Meg F. Byron
Shane L. Quillen Doris Ho
Brian M. Rak Denise L. Hobby
Sheila A. Reynolds Kristen A. Malatestaj
John J. Rugeiero
Melaine A. Miller
J oo
Kevin P. Ryan Christine A. Peznola
J
John E. Scarlett Jr. Lisa A. Prophet
Shawn P. Sprague Wendy L. Thayer
Nicholas D. Sullivan Food and Nutrition
Paul Tamagni Karen Antonangeli
Matthew P. Tosches Sheryl L. Arpin
Jung Jan Wuttithamrong J 1Denise M. Bourgoin
Heather M. Yesue Tracey A. Burg
j
Amy E. Coletti
Chemistry Melissa P. Dragani
Jennifer K. LaBrache Christina M. Falco
Domingos S. Leung Susan Feijoo o
Michelle Marie LeVangie
Clothing and Textiles
Erin L. Mclnness
Barbara A. McMenemy
Kristen A. Caputo Michael R. Peck
Sandra M. Cintron Patricia A. Rais
Beverly J. Cox Rhonda E. Renzi
Susan E. Easter
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Food Science
Julie A. Casson
Kimberly M. Kerr
Mathematics
Christine L. Benes
Brian A. Blass
Daniel B. Gabremicael
Eric Lih-Kung Young
Medical Technology
Lisa M. Cristo
Elizabeth D. Urwiller
Robin M. Wills
Nursing
Janice P. Adams
Maria M. Auerr
Rosemary Cerqueira
Jay W. Cronin
Paula J. Donahue
Tracy F. Dullea
Paula Forcier
Colleen E. Gallagher
Brenda G. Goins-Wallace
Nora J. Goudy
Patricia A. Herti-Baumann
Christina Knight
Roberta A. LaGrega
Jean M. Landry
Francesca M. Martin
Diane H. Paster
Joanna G. Peatfield
Jill G. Watts
Computer Science
Martin W. Cuddy Douglas E. Peeke
Michael F. Garufi Richard A. Pilling
Kathleen A. Greelis Stephen D. Tomczak
Christopher R. Janes Paul D. Winslow
Bachelor of Science
in Education
Early Childhood Education
Jennifer T. Avery
Theresa R. Jones
Lisa M. Lozeau
Jane E. Melia
Kimberly D. Moisan
Erin K. O'Connell
Michelle A. Parziale
Michelle C. Piuze
Shawna M. Sanginario
Trisia L. Spinney
Elementary Education
Jenifer M. Chapman
Jane H. Crosby
Debra L. DeAngelis
Bethann M. Galvin
Melinda T. Green
Laurie M. LaChance
Lori B. Robb
Valerie J. Spencer
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Welcome to
Nova Scotia
§P and its
Scenic Trails
Senior Week shoves off with
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a Nova Scotia Cruise!
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Thank You
Even" vear, the senior
class holds a special cer-
emonv the dav before
graduation to sav thank
you to friends and fam-
ily. The Baccalaureate
ceremony begins with
the senior class process-
ing into the room carrv-
in^ candles. Ehrrins; the
ceremonv,studentsshare
how Framingham State
has enhanced their lives.
The highlight of the cer-
r :v..:-.v is :he flowers. All
around the room there
are vellow carnations
which seniors give to the
people who have sup-
ported them throughout
:;.;r .ears .= :
Framingham
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Commencement
Ceremony
If there was ever a perfect day to have a graduation
ceremony, May 26, 1996 was the day. At 2:00pm, after much
checking and rechecking to make sure everyone was in the
proper place, the class of Nineteen Hundred and Ninety six
processed to the graduation tent on the village green. Lead-
ing the procession was senior faculty member Dr. Joan
Horrigan of the Communication Arts department, and Fac-
ulty of the year recipient Dr. Mary Murphy of the English
department.
The Focus of this years Commencement Ceremony was a
celebration of education. Honorary degrees were conferred
on three education professionals. Dr. Paula Rooney gradu-
ated from Framingham State College in 1973. Dr. Rooney is
the President of Dean College in Franklin, MA., and is the
first FSC graduate to reach such a position at the College
level. Dr. Thomas E. Bellavance served as Undergraduate
Dean and Academic Vice President of FSC from 1974 until
1 980. Upon leaving FSC, Dr. Bellavance became President of
Salisbury State University in Maryland. Dr. Bellavance's
wife accepted the honorary degree, doctor of Law's, for her
husband who passed away in February 1996. Dr. Eugene
Thayer is the superintendent ofFramingham Public Schools.
Dr. Thayer has contributed much to FSC with strong support
for many programs offered at the college and in collabora-
tion with the Framingham Public Schools.
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Best Wishes
and
Success to Class
of '96
Kandida
Congratulations
We Love you
Mom and Dad
Congratulations & Best Wishes Chris
We are proud of you
May your tomorrows be as bright as
you made our yesterdays.
Love Mom &
Dad
Congrats Kris!
We knew you'd make it.
Love Mom & Dad
And all the other Frizelles
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Success and Happiness is
wished to our very own
"unsung" hero Dennis
love from your Family
Congratulations to the
Graduate: Patricia D.
Lacourse.
Love, Mom, Dad and Family
Dear Susan, We are very proud of you.
We wish your all the success, happiness
and luck in all your endeavors.
MUCH LOVE, MOM & DAD
Our Best Wishes to
Rebecca Lynne McCosh
All our love
Mom, Dad, John & Brian
Congratulations, Annette. Great Job!
We're so proud of you.
Love,
Mom & Dad
We are proud of you
Sheri L. Sluyski
We wish you success in the
future.
Love, your Family
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Congratulations Trisia!
A future recipient of the
"Teacher of the Year" award!
Love, Dad, Mom, Bruce, David
Congratulations, Jim
We're proud of you!
Mom, Dad & Thorn
Congratulations and Best Wishes to
Dianne, Tracy, Jen
Laurie, Tracy, Stacy, Laura
Love from Mom(Mrs.W) &
Dad(Mr.W)
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Christina Carico (Media Graduate Assistant &
Advisor for the Dial)
Congratulations,
Best Wishes,
Good Luck,
&
THANK YOU
From Amy M., Jon, Tina, and Kristina
Congratulations
Colleen
you did a GREAT JOB
we are all proud of you.
With lot's of love.
Mom and Dad - Bill
&Tina
Deb &Dave - Steve &
Amy
Grams and Gramps
And Billy Madison
Congratulations Kimberly Anne
Scott
You did your best and it was great
Deans list and a huge Q.P.A
Fantastic
We are all so proud of you forever
Remember your college days
fondly
But charge boldly into your future
Love from Dad, Mom, Rob, Matt,
Raymond
Gram, Pepe, Nana, Roland, Cathy,
Always
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Letter from
the Editor
Dear Class of 1996,
As you reflect over the past four years, you will notice that there have been many changes
throughout the world and in the Framingham State College Community. Throughout this edition
of the Dial Yearbook, we have tried to serve our purpose of creating a pictorial history of the 1995/
1996 academic year. Many years from now when your look back through your Dial Yearbook, I hope
that the pictures and stories which you see and read bring back many memory's of your years at
Framingham State College.
I have to say that I have defiantly had an interesting year as the Editor-in-Chief of the Dial. As with
any publication, we have had our ups and downs. However, with patience and perseverance, we
have been able to produce what I hope is a quality yearbook. Now I am going to try a to thank the
people who made the production of the 1996 Dial yearbook possible.
Arnie Lohman is our Josten's publishing representative, and has always been willing to lend a
helping hand or add some new enthusiasm. This is the second Dial which has been published by
Josten's and the services provided by the people who work there are one in a million.
Larry Mosher. Director of Student Activities, deserves a enormous amount of thanks for all of his
support and patience. I have learned much over the past four years, from the members of the Student
Acclivities Office/ Larry Mosher, Elinor Goodwin, Lee McElroy, Barbara Dias, Marge Abbott, and
Beth Rane) and I am eternally grateful for all their help and advice.
Christine Carico, Graduate Assistant and Advisor to the Dial, has been a savior. Your enthusiasm,
advice and organization has always been a great help, and motivator to me.
The small but hard working Dial Staff, consisting ofTinaWong, Jonathan Miot, Kristina Hanrahan,
and Jennifer Smith, is what really made this book come together. We have gone from a thoroughly
hand made book to actually emerging into the 20th century. Thank you for all your hard work, and
friendship.
Last but not least thank you to my family especially Ellen, Lee, Timmy, Trisha and Jim. If I didn't
have you guys I never would have graduated from Framingham State.
Sincerely,
Amy McGrail
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